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In this Issue:
Lastmonth'sissuefeatured
theHewlett-Packard
Interface
Loop,HP'snewtwo-wire
serial
interconnection
systemlor low-cost
battery-powered
devices.Inthismonth'sissueyou'llfind
articleson thefirsttwo HPinstruments
designed
to operateon the HP-lL.Model3468A,the
subjectof the articleon page3, is a digitalmultimeter,
a basicinstrument
that measures
voltage,
current,
andelectrical
resistance.
Besides
itsHP-lLconnection,
the3468Aisinterestprocess.Thesubassemblies
ingfor its production
thatgo intoit aren'ttestedandadjusted
individually
beforethey'reputtogether.Naturally,
thislowerstheproduction
costquitea lot,
butbyconventional
manufacturing
wisdomit'sriskyto thepointoffoolhardiness.
To makethe
riskacceptable,
newapproaches
processes.
weretakenin boththe designandthe rnanufacturing
Currently
morethan80o/o
ofthe3468Aspasstheacceptance
testswhenthey'refirstturnedon at theendof theproduction
goalis 96%.
line.The long-term
TheothernewHP-lLinstrument
isthe3421ADataAcquisition/Control
Unit,pictured
onthismonth'scoverand
described
inthearticleon page10.Withthe3 421Aandan HP-41Handheld
youcanhavea portable
Computer,
systemthatwillscanupto 30 channels,
makea measurement
oneachone,andanalyzethedataforyou.You
can alsoset up the 3421Ato actuatevalvesor relaysto controlthe processit's measuring.
The costof this
systemis so remarkably
low thatmanyapplications
thoughtto be beyondthe reachof automation
can now
benefitfromit. Oneor two 3421Ascontrolled
by an HP-85PersonalComputer
forman evenmorepowerful
system,the 3056DLDataLogger;it's describedin the articleon page13.
To makeit as easy as possibleto write HP-41programsto controlthe 34684and the 34214,many
often-needed
routinesareavailable
in a newread-only
memorymodulethatplugsintotheHP-41.TheROM's
storyis on page16.
Alsoin this issueare two articleson softwarepackages
lor the HP 3000,HP'slargestcomputersystem.
HPMAILis an electronic
mailsystem.Pictureyoursellat a terminalconnected
to yourcompany'sHP 3000
Computer,
whichmightbejustonenodein a multicomputer
youcanuseyourterminal
network.
WithHPMAIL,
to
exchangemessages
withanyotherterminalin the network.Thesystemgivesyouan in tray,an outtray,a
pendingtray,a wok area,andfilefolders-allelectronic.
lt'sa bigsteptowardstheall-electronic
office,andits
storybeginson page20.
WhileHPMAILis for computerusers,HPToolsetis designedby programmers
for programmers.
Many
softwaresubsystems
are neededin programdevelopment.
A typicallist includesan editor,a compiler,a
segmenter,
a symbolic
debugger,
andvariousutilityprograms.
HPToolset
tiesallof thesetogethersotheylook
likeonesubsystem,
savingprogrammers
a greatdealof timeandtherebyimproving
theirproductivity.
Thestory
of HPToolset
beginson page30.
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A Portable,Low-Gost,High-Performance
DigitalMultimeterfor the HP-IL
is the resultof new designand
HP'sfirstHP-lLinstrument
manufacturing
approaches.ThisDMM electronically
itself
ac anddcvoltagesandcurrents,
calibrates
, measures
measurements,
makesfour-wireand two-wireresistance
and usesa liquid-crystaldisplayto outputdata,
messages.
measurement
units,and alphanumeric
by Jack P. Trautmanand LawrenceA. DesJardin
ORTABLE, ACCURATE MEASUREMENTSof voltages, currents, and resistancesare a necessity for
electronic service personneland other users operating in the field. Large amounts of data often must be collected and analyzed. If this data can be output by the
measuring device directly to a portable computer, the need
for considerable manual effort to record the data and later
enter it for analysis can be avoided. Low instrumentation
cost is important because, unlike a laboratory situation
where many persons can have convenient access to one
piece of equipment, field personnel each require a dedicated set of equipment. High reliability can also reduce
field support costs.
To satisfy these needs, HP developed a low-cost serial
interface, the Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop (HP-IL).1 This
interface allows bench measurements by a highperformance digital multimeter to be coupled to the advanced computational power of a handheld computer. The

3468A Multimeter (Fig. r) is the first HP instrument designed for use on the HP-IL, It is a low-cost, autoranging,
5lz-to-31/z-dieit, five-function DMM with 1-g,V sensitivity
designed for bench and portable applications. A rackmount version with identical features, the 34688, is also
available. This microprocessor-based instrument can measure dc volts, true-rms ac volts, two-and four-wire ohms,
and ac and dc current. Its simple, fast, electronic calibration
eliminates manual adiustments to provide a lower cost of
ownership. The standard HP-IL interface on the 34684 allows complete programmability with small computers such
as the HP-41 Handheld Computers or the more powerful HP
Series B0 Personal Comouters.

Features
Several important features are contained in the 3468A's
small package. These include:
r HP-IL for low-cost automation. When the 3468A is con-
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Fig. 1. Ihe HP Model 3468AMuL
timeter is HP's first HP-IL instrument. lt has an alphanumeric
liquid-crystal display, measures
ac and dc voltage and current,
and determines reslstance by
both two-wite and four-wire
methods.
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nected to a handheld computer through the HP-IL,
software can easily be developed that storesand analyzes
data for many applications. For example, to measure
temperature,an HP-41can be usedto linearizethe output
of a transducerdevicemeasuredby the 3468A.Then, the
HP-4L can be programmed to output the results in degreesCelsiusor degreesFahrenheiton the display ofthe
3468A. For audio and telecommunication applications,
the 34684 can display power in dBm referencedto any
impedanceby using a simple HP-41 program,For applications such as testing resistortoleranceor performance
of a device,the HP-41can easily get datafrom the 34684,
perform a percent-error calculation, and display the results in percent on the 3468A. The software and
documentation for the 34684 include bar-code programs for the HP-41 that reduce system programming
time. Peripheral devices, such as the 821624 Thermal
Printer and Bzt61A CassetteDrive, are available to expand an IIP-IL systemto provide data recording and mass
storage.
r Interrupt capability. The front-panel SRQ key on the
34684 allows the user to interrupt a running program on
the computer controlling the 34684 and cause it to execute another program.
r High-performance bench measurements.The 34684 can
measure dc and true-rms ac voltage in several ranges
from 0.3V to 300V full scale,with 1-pV to 1-mV sensitivity, respectively.This wide dynamic range enhancesthe
number of measurements that can be made with the
3468,\. The 34684's ac converteris true-rms-responding,
and provides accurate detection of nonsinusoidal
waveforms with crest factors up to 4:1. With a bandwidth
of t00 kHz on all ranges and an extended bandwidth of
300 kHz on the 30V range, the 3468A provides a broad
range of ac detection. Resistancemeasurementranges
from 300 ohms to 30 megohms with respective sensitivities of 1 milliohm to 100 ohms are available for both
two-wire and four-wire measurements. The four-wire
ohms function can be used to reduce errors causedby
lead resistanceand the two-wire ohms function is convenient for bench measurements.Both dc and true-rms ac
current measurementsare provided up to 3A. All functions on the 3468A incorporate fast autorangingto provide answers quickly and accurately.
r Smart display. The 34684 DMM uses an easy-to-read,
14-character, alphanumeric liquid-crystal display that
provides measurement units as part of the reading for
unambiguous answers. Annunciators below the reading
show instrument status and the status of the HP-IL interface.With the HP-IL interface,words or messagescan be
arbitrarily displayed on the 34684 for prompting or displaying answers in calculated units such as degrees or
revolutions per minute.
r Rechargeable battery. The optional battery pack includes a rechargeable battery and charging circuitry to
allow up to five hours of continuous portable measurements.For applicationsin the field, the 3468A and other
battery-powered HP-IL devices can be set up to provide a
completely portable measurementsystem.
r Electronic calibration. Complete calibration of the
34684 is done electronicallv without anv internal man-
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Flg.2. Simplifiedblock diagramof 34684.
ual adjustments. All functions can be calibrated either
from the front panel or remotely by an automatic calibration system.
r Self-test. The 3468A has a built-in self-test feature initiated by pressing the TEST/RESET
key on the front
panel.A comprehensivecheck ofboth analogand digital
circuits is performed while activating all display segments.Upon successfulcompletion of self-test,the messageSELFTESTOK is displayed.
A Look at the Design
The 3468A achievedits goals of low cost,reliability, and
high performance by a conscious effort to select each component of the voltmeter not only in terms of performance,
but also in terms of producibility.2
A look at Fig. 2 revealsthat the 3468A'sblock diagram is
similar to the block diagram of a conventional voltmeter.
The input signal is transformed by the signal conditioning
circuitry of the front end to a voltage between +10V and
-10V (-r3y in the ac modes).This voltage is digitized by
the analog-to-digital (A-to-DJ converter to the resolution
selectedby the user.The microprocessorcontroller linearly
corrects this value using constants that have been stored in
the nonvolatile calibration memory for this particular function and range. The corrected value is shown on the liquidcrystal display of the front panel and can be output onto the
HP-IL.
The photograph of the interior of the 34684 (Fig. 3)
shows that the design of the instrument is much less conventional. A single printed circuit board houses all the
electronics but the display. Several contrasts with conventional voltmeters can easilv be noted. The first is the absence of TeflonTM standoffs, previously considered a
necessityto ensure high impedanceson precision analog
boards. A special processwas developed that guarantees
high impedancesacrossthe board's surfaceas long as the
surface remains clean. A vigorous program of instituting
clean handling was adopted to safeguardthe integrity ofthe

HP-IB Versionof g+ogA
The 34784 [/ultimeter(Fig. 1)is a low-costHP-lB(IEEE488)
programmable
instrument
for systemmeasurements.
A companion productto the 34684 with similardisplayand measurement
features,the microprocessor-based
34784 is an autoranging,
51/z-to-31/z-digi\
f iveJunctiondig ital multimeter designed for automatedtestingin productionor researchand development.lts
simple,fast electroniccalibrationeliminatesall manualadjustmentsto providea lowercost of ownership.
High Performancc at Low Cost
The 34784 can measuredc voltagewith 100-nVsensitivity
on
the 30-mVrangeup to a maximumreadingof 300V.lt can measureac voltagefrom300-mVf ull-scalerangewith1-pcV
resolution
up to 300Vrms.Thiswidedynamicrangeminimizes
the amountof
signalconditioning
requiredto detectlow-level
signalsand higher
voltages.Eithertwo-wireor four-wireresistancemeasurements
can be selectedwith a maximumrangeof 30 megohmsand a
100-plosensitivity
on the 30-ohmrange,Both 300-mAand 34
rangesof ac and dc currentareprovided,completingthefunction
capabilityof the 34784. Fast autorangingimproves system
throughputby minimizingthe time to selectthe correctrange.
The34784can performproductiontestsor acquireexperimental data at 71 readings/second
resolution,
with372-digit
or obtain
33 readings/second
with 130dB of noiserejectionusing4y2-digit
resolution.Increasingthe resolutionof the 34784 to 572 digits
reducesthe measurement
soeed to 4.4 readinos/second.
Designed for HP-IB Systems
All of the performance
of the 34784can be controlledoverthe
HP-lBby a wide rangeof compatiblecomputers,Completeprogrammabilityo{ functions,ranges,and other modifierson the
34784 makesit idealfor use in a fullyautomatictest system.
With an extensiveset of service request (SRo) interrupt
capabilities,includingdata ready, iront-panelSRO key, and
power-onSRQ,the 34784 allowsmoreflexibility
in a system.The
data-readyservicerequestof the 34784 can be programmedto
interruptthe computerafter a measurementhas been taken,
allowingmoreefficientuseof computertime.Thef ront-panel
SRO
key lets a system operator interruptthe computer from the
3478A'sfront panel.The 34784 can also flag the computerat
power-onto indicateloss of power,
Switchable
f rontand rearterminals
on the 3478Apermitconvenientmeasurements
at a bench usingthe frontterminalsor sys-

boards. Elimination of the standoffs significantly reduces
the amount of manual labor required to assemble the voltmeter, and thus lowers its cost.

ElectronicCalibration
Even more conspicious is the absenceof any manual
adjustmentsor "tweaks." This is achievedby a design that
forces significant imperfections (e.g.,voltage offsets,imperfect resistormatching) to be linear errors,that is, errors
of offset and gain. This allows readings to be correctedby
simple math routines that subtractthe offset'valueand then
perform a multiplication to scalethe final answer correctly
as follows:

R: (R'_Y)c

tem inputsusingthe rearterminals.
The settingof the front/rear
terminalswitchon the 3478A'stront panel can be sensed remotelyoverthe HP-lB,so bothsetsof terminalscan be effectively
used in any systemconfiguration.
A VOLTMETER
COilPLETE
outouton the rearoanelof the 34784
providesa signalaftera measurement
is completed.Thisoutput
can be used to advancea scannerto the next channelwithout
computerintervention,
thus enhancingscanningspeed.An ExTERNAL
TRlccERinputis also providedon the 3478Ato initiate
measurements
and synchronize
with an externaldevice.
Fast Electronic Calibration
Like the 34684, completecalibrationof the 34784 is done
withoutany internalmanualadjustments.
All funcelectronically
tionscan be calibratedeitherf romthef rontpanelor remotelyin an
automaticcalibrationsystem.
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Fig. 1. TheHP Model 34784 Multimeteris the HP-lB versionot
HP's new, /ow-cost, high-performance digital multimeter design. lt combines the display, measurement,and electronic
calibration features of its companion instrument, the 3468A,
with HP-lB operation capabilities and higher performance.

where R is the final calibrated reading, R' is the raw uncalibratedreading, Y is the offsetcorrectionfactor,and G is
the gain correction factor.
The correctionfactorsY and G areunique for eachdc and
ohms range,and are storedin a CMOS memory that is kept
continuously powered by a lithium battery (seenin Fig. 3).
Even when the rest of the instrument is not powered, the
memory contentscan be kept valid for over ten yearsby the
Iithium battery. The values of Y and G are derived by the
3468,\'s microprocessorand loaded into the memory by an
electronic calibration procedure. This allows the user to
calibrate the instrument without removing the covers or
turning a single screw.
Initially, the user setsthe instrument to the function and
rangeto be calibrated.The offsetmust be calibratedfirst, so
a short is placed acrossthe input terminals and the user
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enables the CAL function. The 3468A takes a single measurement, recognizes that the reading is close to zero, assumes that the user wishes to calibrate the offset, and displays 0.00000?The user now presses the SGL TRIG key to
verify that zero was indeed the user's target value. The
34684 averages ten s%-digit readings to derive the new Y
value, and stores this constant in the calibration memory.
The display then reads CAL DONE, and returns to normal
operation.
Using an external standard, the user can now apply the
full-scale value of that particular function and range to the
meter and repeat the previous procedure. Again, ten 5lzdigit readings are taken and averaged. However, this time a
divide operation is performed to determine the value of G,
and the new value is stored into the calibration memory.
It is possible that a user may own a standard that is very
stable and known in value, but not exactly equal to the
34684's full-scale value. Furthermore, many standards are
in cardinal values of L or 10 instead of e. the 3468A's full
scale. To accommodate both of these common situations,
the 34684 quickly measures the applied signal and displays a target value of rooooo? or 300000?,whichever is
closest to the measured value. Using the front-panel's {'
and .1"1,
keys, the user can then increment or decrement the
display to the exact value ofthe standard used. Pressing the
SGL TRIG key then commands the instrument to calibrate to
the altered target value.
Calibration of the ac modes is done in a slightly different
manner. On ac ranges, the nonlinearity of the true-rms
converter allows it to operate accurately only from onetenth to full scale. A shorted input would give an inaccurate
Y value, as can be seen in Fig. 4. In many conventional
voltmeters, the ac calibration procedure requires that the
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Flg.3. lnteriorof 3468A.Theelecttonics system,with the exception
of the liquid-crystal display, is
mounted on a singleprinted circuit
board. No TeflonTMstandoffs or
potentiometersare used.

applied signal be varied between one-tenth scale and full
scalewhile a technician adjuststwo interactivecontrols.To
calibrateall the ac modeson the 34684, a single 3Vacsignal
is applied. The target value can be adjusted to the exact
value of the signal, using the ,ff and .[ keys, and then
pressing the SGLTRIGkey will calibrate all ac functions.
Internally, the 34684 switches the ranges so that it has
one full-scale reading and one tenth-scalereading, much
like the technician calibrating a conventional voltmeter.
However,insteadofhaving to convergeon the correct constantsiteratively, the 3468A solvestwo simultaneousequations exactly for Y and G. This can be done becausemost of
the uncalibratedinaccuraciesare common to all ac voltage
and current ranges.The uncalibratedreading taken on the
3Vacrangewill be closeto full scaleand is labeledFS. The
uncalibratedreadingtaken on the 3OVacrangewill be close
to one-tenth scaleand is labeled TS. T is the target value.
With the correctchoice of Y and G, the following equations
must be true:
r : (FS-Y)G
T/10 : ITS-Y)G
The 34684 solvesfor G first. Thus.
G : 0.9T/(FS-TS)
and Y is then solved for by:
Y:FS_T/G
When theseconstantsare loaded into the calibration memory, the display reads CAL DONEand returns to normal
operation. All of the calibration procedures can also be
performed over the interface loop.
Much design effort was expendedto insure the integrity
of the calibrationmemory oncethe instrument is calibrated.
To prevent unintentional writes into the memory, a switch
located on the rear panel must be placed into the enable

for gain errors as high as 4.5%, many components can be
chosenfor their good stability and initial accuracybecomes
noncritical. Potentiometersare not the only parts to be
eliminated; there are neither jumpers to be inserted or removed nor componentswith individually selectedvalues
in the 34684.
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Fig. 4. Onac ranges,fheresponseof thetrue-rmsconverter
is not linearbelowone-tenthfull scaleas shownabove.The
electroniccalibrationtechniqueusedin the 34684takestwo
valuescorresponding
to theone-tenth
full-scaleandfull-scale
readingsand then so/vestwo simultaneous
equations(see
text)to derivethe true Y-intercept
and gain (slope).
position to allow the processorto write to the memory. This
hardware failsafe prevents the user from unintentionally
calibrating the instrument or altering the memory via the
interface loop.
Although the 34684 is designedto withstand large electrostatic discharges(ESD),secondarysafeguardsare instituted for the calibration memory. Becausethe 256x4-bit
memory selectsa row of data at a time, it is possiblethat an
entire row of data could be altered during ESD. For this
reason,the data is addressedso that the calibration constants of any particular function and range are all located
within the samerow. If this row of data is altered,only that
function and range will be uncalibrated,thus avoiding the
need for recalibrating the entire instrument. Whenever the
instrument is placed in that function and range, the CAL
annunciatoron the display is enabled,warning the userthat
the reading is no longer valid. Simultaneously,the appropriate bits are set in the 3468A's statusbytes to notify the
interface loop controller.
BesidesESD, there is also a small chance that an alpha
particle or a cosmic ray may alter a single bit of the memory.
To protect againstthis rare occurrence,the two constantsfor
each function and range have parity bits associatedwith
them so that the 3468A'smicroprocessorcan locatesinglebit errors and detect double-bit errors. The processor can
correct a single-bit error in a calibration constant and
the instrument will remain calibrated. If the processor detects more than a single-bit error, the CAL annunciator is
displayed and the error bits are set to warn the user that the
readings are uncalibrated. When this type of error is detected, the processoruses default values of zero for Y and
one for G.
Electronic calibration not only simplifies calibration for
the user but, by eliminating manual adjustments,the longterm stability and reliability of the product are improved.
Furthermore,sincethe calibrationroutinescan compensate

Microprocessor Oesign
It is principally by extensiveuse of the 3468A's microprocessorthat such high performance is realized at low
cost. Since the entire instrument is isolatedfrom the HP-IL
at the loop interface,there is no electrical reasonwhy the
systemprocessormust be separatefrom the signal processor, as required in a guarded HP-IB (IEEE4BB)instrument. In
the 34684, these tasks are combined and executed by a
single B-bit microprocessor.
Fig. 2 also showshow the processorinterfaceswith other
sectionsof the multimeter. Besidesexecuting instructions
as they appear over the interface loop, monitoring the
keyboard,and operatingthe display (typical systemoperations in a conventional system voltmeter), the processor
implements a multislope analog-to-digital (A-to-D) algorithm,3and configuresthe front-end switchesfor proper
signal conditioning (typical signal functions). The processor also performs all the electronic calibration procedures
and monitors the 50/60-Hzswitch so that it choosesthe
A-to-D algorithm having the proper power-line-frequency
rejection.
A hardware failsafecounter is added to resetthe processor if it hangs up (possibly done by erroneouslyexecuting
code in a lookup table). If the keyboard is not scannedat
leastevery 2.5 seconds,this counter resetsthe processorto
its initial state.
Since many functions of the 3468A need dedicatedcontrol for finite periods of time, many tasks of the processor
appearto be in conflict with each other. The most difficult
conflict to resolve is that of executing the A-to-D algorithm
(a dedicatedoperation)while still monitoring the keyboard
and interfaceloop for new commands,and executingthem.
Sincea high-precisionA-to-D conversioncantakeup to 400
milliseconds,a key presscan be missed entirely if it occurs
during a conversion.Also, to have to wait 400 ms beforea
loop command can be processedis unacceptable.
This conflict is resolved by adding a constraint so that
any key pressesor loop activity abort the analog-to-digital
conversion, and the command is executedbefore another
conversionbegins.To guaranteethat both the loop and the
keyboardare monitored during a conversion,the HP-IL IC
chip is allowed to interrupt the processorwhen loop datais
available,and the A-to-D algorithm firmware was modified
so that the keyboard is scanned between integration
periods. Thus, the maximum time between scansdoes not
exceed 20 milliseconds, which is less than the minimum
duration of a manual key press.
To increase the usefulness of the 3468A in an HP-IL
system, two other features are included in its design. A
front-panel SRQ key allows the user to initiate a service
requestto the loop controller from the front panel and have
the ability to write alphanumeric charactersto the 3468A's
display remotely from the loop controller.
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The PhilosophyBehind The Design
Early in the definitionphase of the 34684 Digital Multimeter,
very aggressivegoalsfor low cost, reliability,and qualitywere set
withoutsacrificingany of the measurementperformanceobjectives, This was done to satisfy the cost pressuresof the marketplace, and because high quality and reliabilityare performance measuresthat users are demanding.At this same time,
HP's Loveland,Coloradofacility was taking a close look at its
design and manufacturingphilosophies,trying to better understand how to design more qualityand easierproducibilityinto its
new products and manufacturingprocesses.
The 34684 was chosen as a vehicle to change design and
manufacturingstrategiesand demonstratethat qualityis trulythe
key to achieving low manufacturingcost and high productivity
simultaneouslywithout sacrificing the product's measurement
performance.The goal of this projectwas not only to develop a
product that made a significanttechnicalcontribution,but to
apply what was learnedto improve future product design and
manufacturing.
Definition Phase
Crucial to meeting these goals and increasing the performance/price ratio is a proper instrumentdefinition.In a conventionaldefinitionphase, technologiesand design alternatives are investigatedwith the primarygoal of meetingthe measurementobjectives.At this time, there is usuallylessemphasis
placed on qualityand manufacturability
issues.However,in the
case of the 34684, aftera techniquewas demonstratedto meet
the measurementobjectives,it was also carefullyscrutinizedfor
manufacturability.
lf it did not meet all of the projectobjectives,it
was rejected.Thisensuredthat the 34684 definitionwas not only
well suited for the marketplace,but also an ideal vehicle for
improvingproduct developmentand productionphilosophies.
Out of this definitionphase came severaldominantobjectives
that are the essenceof the 3468A'sdesign.The firstobjectivewas
to minimizethe numberof componentsused in the product.lt was
felt that minimizingthe componentcount would help maximize
reliability,
sinceoverallproductreliability
is the sumof the reliability of the individualcomponents.
A goal of designingthe 34684 with lessthan 100 partswas set
in the early investigationphase.To design a S/z-digitDMM with
'100 parts
was an aggressivegoal and required a totally new
design approach.The final34684 has about 160 components,
still a remarkableachievement!
Anotherobjectivethat originatedin the definitionphasewas to
increasethe useof automaticproductionsteosand hencereduce
the manuallaborcontentin the product.However,minimizingthe
amountof labor is not universallythe right thing to do. For example, machine-insertablecomponents are sometimesmore expensivethantheirmanuallyinsertedequivalents.In such cases,a
carefulanalysiswas done to selectthe most cosleffective component,taking into accountthe cost of labor,loadingerrors,and
productreliability.
With the goals of minimizingpart count and labor in mind, a
closer look at the internaldefinitionwill reveal how these goals
providingperformance
weremet whilesimultaneously
and reliability benefitsto the user.
While a conventionalmultimeterdesign incorporatesat least
two microprocessors,by using clever algorithmpartitioningand
an interrupt-drivenstructure,it was found that a single microprocessordesign would meet the 34684 performancerequirements.A reductionin parts count, complexity,power consumption,and cost,and an increasein reliabiliW
are directresults.
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The 34684 makesextensiveuseof customhybridcircuits,Both
the analog-to-digitalhybrid and the input hybrid incorporate
high-voltageCMOS lOs and precisionintegrated resistornetworksto do signalswitchingand conditioning,
logic decoding
and measurementtiming.The lCs reduce circuit complexity
(partscount)and increasethe multimeter'sperformanceby using
the matching and temperaturetracking properties inherent in
adjacentdevices on the lCs.
One o1the biggestdecisionsmade in the definitionphasewas
to design the 34684 without any manual adjustments.Instead,
calibrationis done electronically.
Not only does this feature
greatlyreducethe partscountand assemblycosts by eliminating
hand-loaded potentiomentersand associated circuitry, it enhances reliabilityand reduces drift caused by mechanicaland
thermalshock.Production-line
laboris reducedby designingthe
instrumentto be calibratedautomaticallyundercomputercontrol
via the HP-lL.And equallyimportant,
the userbenefitsby having
f ront-panelcalibrationavailable.
A liquidcrystaldisplay(LCD)was chosenfor the 34684, primarily for its pleasant appearance, readabilityand alphanumeric
capability.However,it alsomeetsthe productdefinitioncriteriaby
reducingthe numberof partsand assemblylabor.An equivalent
displayusing light-emitting
diodes(LEDs)would need 31 more
componentsthan the LCD, all of which would require manual
insertionintoa printedcircuitboard.Furthermore,
the LEDdisplay
would consumemore power (about1.5W)than the LCD.
A one-piece, silicone-rubberkeyboard was selected over a
conventionalkeyboardarrayoI individual,manuallyloadedkeys.
Not onlydoesthis silicone-rubber
keyboardeliminate23 parts,it
providesan easy{o-actuateswitchthat also forms a gasket seal
with the f ront panel,keepingdust and moistureout of the internal
circuitry.
One final technologydevelopedto meet the definitionphase
objectivesis a custom printedcircuitboard processdesignedto
maintainhigh impedancesunder all specifiedenvironmental
conditions.This process eliminatesthe need for labor-intensive
TeflonTMstandofisand allowsdirect automaticinsertionof componentsin the printed circuit board.
Design Phase
In additionto strivingto meetthe objectivesset in the definition
phase,the laboratoryprojectengineersadded anothergoal in the
design phaseof creatinga "perfect" design.Whatwas meantby
"perfect"was a designthat not only met all its instrumentspecifications,but also was designedwith componentsthat were completely characterized,specified,and guaranteedto operate
properlyunder the worst-casetoleranceconditions.
To achievethis "perfect" design goal, the team placed significant emphasison extensivetestingof the earlyprototypes.Complete environmental,safety,abuse,margin,and acceleratedlife
tests were run with the intentionof wringingout all design problems as early as possible.When the prototypeswere not being
evaluatedby engineers,they were placed in an oven at 65'C and
operated in all possible modes in an attemptto induce failure.
Periodically,the instrumentswere removedfrom the ovens and
vibratedon a shaketableto tryto uncoversensitivities
to mechanicalshock and vibration.All failuresand anomalieswere carefully
documented,and with the help of the qualityassurancedepartmentand its componentanalysisgroup, an attemptwas made to
autopsy all failed componentsand throughlyunderstandevery
problem uncovered.
A large amountof data was collectedon instrumentsthat were

runthroughthe environmental
tests.Theseunitsweresubjected
to temperaturesranging from -40'C to +75'C and relative
humidities
up to 95% at 40"C.Thedata collectedat thesevarious
conditionswas statistically
analyzedand comparedagainstthe
theoreticalspecifications
to ensurethat all interactionsof the
designwere thoroughlyunderstood.
An innovative
featureof the34684designphase,whichproved
crucialto meetingthe qualitygoals,was the tull-timeassignment
job was to
of a materialsengineerto the project.Thisindividual's
understand
the designrequirements
of everypurchasedcomponentthoroughly
and usethatknowledgeto selectthe bestvendor.
The materialsengineerdiscussedthe expectationof "perfect"
components
witheachvendorandthenworkedwiththevendorto
establishmethodsfor achievingthis goal.Overall,the response
on the part of the vendorshas been quite favorable,and work
continuesto furtherimprovevendorrelationships.
A finaldeparturefromthe conventional
designsequencewas
the earlyinvolvement
on the part of manufacturing
engineering.
The team of manufacturing
engineersestablishedtheirown departmentobjectivesto meet the overallproduct goals, These
objectiveswereto ensurethat 100%good partsweredeliveredon
timeto the productionline,and thatthe productwentthroughan
process.Giventhat a productioncycle
error-freemanufacturing
beginswith 100% good parts,and no defectsare introduced
process,it can be expectedthatallof
throughthe manufacturing
the instruments
will turn on and functionproperlywithoutany
intermediate
testing.Thisis the goalof the 34684 manufacturing
team,whichrepresents
a significant
departurefromconventional
philosophy.
manufacturing
To achievetheirgoals,the manufacturing
engineersplayedan
activerolein workingwiththe designengineersto maximizethe
producibility
of the design.The designengineersconsultedwith
the manufacturing
engineersat each prototypephase to get
suggestionson how to improvethe producibility
of the 34684.
Underthe scrutinyof the manufacturing
engineers,productionline workers assembledthe prototypesand commentedon
problems.These commentswere compiled
assembly-related
a n d a m a n u f a c t u r a b i l i trye v i e ww a s h e l d . T h e a p p r o p r i a t e

AnalogDesign
The 3468A'sprecision analog sectionsare dominated by
two custom hybrid circuits: a front-end signal conditioning
hybrid and an A-to-D converter hybrid. Both consist of
custom CMOS digital logic, Iow-leakageMOS switches,
and precision thin-film resistor networks.
The microprocessorserially loadsthe front-endhybrid by
using three port lines: clock, data and load. This data is
transferredto a latch, which drives the MOS switches.The
state of these switches,which include relay drivers, completely definesthe signal conditioning and varies with the
particular function and range of the voltmeter. The precision front-end hybrid requires one silicon chip and two
resistor networks and is mounted on a custom highimpedanceprinted circuit board.Outsidethe hybrid circuit
are the operational amplifiers that are the active components for the dc. ac. and ohms current sections.Four lowthermal-emfrelays are switched by the hybrid when high
voltages are a possibility. An integrated rms converter
supplies a dc signal representingthe ac signal value to the
A-to-D converter.
The A-to-D hybrid consists of one CMOS chip and one
resistor network mounted onto a standard 2B-Dinceramic

changeswere ancorporated
in the next prototypes.
The goal of a "perfect" productionprocess requiresthe completecharacterization
of majorprocesssteps,Machinery
suchas
the automatic ansertionequipment and the wave-soldering
machine were statisticallycharacterizedand are monitored
throughthe useof controlcharts.Conductive
work surfacesand
groundstrapswere added to workstations.Air ionizers,grounded
solderingirons, and antistaticpackaging are installedthroughout the manufacturingarea. New handling procedureshelp
ensurethat assembliesare not inadvertently
contaminated
during fabrication.Adequate documentationand trainingare a
necessarypart of thesechanges.
Theentireproductionprocessisdesignedwithmanufacturability in mind.All intermediate
testsand repairloopsare eliminated.
Instead,a single,f ullyautomatictestand calibration
systemturns
on, calibrates,and characterizes
each instrument
only afterit is
completelyassembled.The HP-lLinterfaceand electroniccalibrationof the 34684 made the designof this automaticsystem
possible,Anotherfeatureis the automaticcollectionof data on
each instrument,
This data is analyzedon a run-by-runbasisto
lookfortrendsor shiftsin specifications.
Thusthe finaltestsystem
alsoactsas a processmonitorto detectproblemsas theyarisein
the productionorocess.
Production Phase
Withthe transferof the 3468Ato production,the resultsof these
efforts can finally be seen. With defect rate, turn-on rate, and
failurerategoalsfirmlyestablished,
the actualresultswerecomparedagainstpredictions.
Thefirstproductionrunyieldwas 70%,
a littleshortof the initialgoalof 75%.However,yieldshavebeen
steadilyincreasingand presentlyexceed B0%. The long{erm
goalof achievinga 96olo
turn-onyieldappearsto be achievable.
Eachdefectthat is foundis fullydocumentedand presentedto a
taskforcewhosejob it is to identifythe sourceof the defectand
correctthe problem,
The 34684 experimentseems to be a success.lt is being
demonstrated
that by changingdesignphilosophies,
the quality
and manufacturability
of productscan be significantly
improved.

dual in-line package.The 3468A uses a modified MultiSlope-II algorithm3for its A-to-D conversion.Five microprocessorlines into the hybrid determine the current to be
summed by the integrator.A comparatoron the chip measures the polarity of the integrator and sets a microprocessorinput to the proper sign value. The integrator
operational amplifier and two reference operational
amplifiers are located off the chip.
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Low-Costand PortabilityGometo Data
Acquisition/Control
Products
lnexpensive,portable data logging with the flexibilityof a
dataacquisitionlcontrol
systemis nowwithinthebudgetof
nearlyeveryonemakingtransducermeasurements.
by JamesJ. Ressmeyer
HE 3421,AData Acquisition/Control Unit (Fig. 1),
HP's newest low-cost data acquisition and control
scanner, represents the first instrument of this
type using the Hewlett-PackardInterface Loop (HP-IL).l
Battery power and the unit's light weight allow a complete
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measurementsystemto be configured by adding an HP-4L
Handheld Computer,an 82161ADigital CassetteDrive and
an82'162AThermal Printer/Plotter.This system(shown on
the cover) can be easily transported and operated in the
laboratoryor field. Its low cost allows individual engineers

ttt

Fig.1. TheHPModel3421AData
AcquisitionlContrcl Unit is a lowcost, battery-powered, up-tothirty-channel instrument with an
internal multimeter and counter
designed for use on the HP-IL.

to dedicate a system to specific measurementsduring the
design or test phase of product development, and opens
new possibilities for data acquisition applications.
The 3421A can be configured with up to 30 channelsfor
measuring dc volts, ac volts, resistance or frequency
through the use of three 1O-channelmultiplexing assemblies.Theseassembliesare directly connectedto aSlzdigit multimeter contained inside the 34214. The basic
accuracy of its analog-to-digital (A-to-DJ converter is
0.009%+6 counts for a s%-digit dc voltage measurement.
Selectableresolution of slz, a%, or 3% digits can be traded
off againstmeasurementspeed.Other assembliesare available for sensingand setting digital in-formation,switching
high-level (250Vrms) devices, and for designing custom
circuits to interface directly with the instrument. Up to
three assembliescan be used in each 3421,Amainframe.
An important featureis the instrument'sability to operate
on battery power. A lead-acidbattery inside the instrument
is kept fully charged during normal operation on ac line
power. Should ac Iine power be interrupted to the unit, the
battery will supply power for continued operation. The
3421,{can alsobe used in the field away from ac line power,
its battery eliminating the need and expenseof a portable
generator.The instrument respondsto the HP-IL standby
command which puts the instrument into a sleep mode to
conservebattery power. The 34214 can operateup to two
months in the sleep mode, waking up occasionallyto take
measurements,or up to twelve hours continuously on its
internal battery.
The design objectives for the 3421,Awere focused on
providing transducer-basedmeasurementcapability with
low cost, low power and battery backup, portability, and
easeof use.
HP offers data acquisition systems based on desktop
computerscapableof handling a very large number of measurementpoints. However,until the 3421,A,no similar system existed that could take full advantageof the new serial
HP-IL and the low-cost controllers made available bv it.
Key Features
The function and feature sets of the 3421,Aallow most of
the transducer-based
measurementsneededin dataacquisition and logging. Many transducers,such as thermocouples, have dc voltage outputs. The 3421,Ahas the
same 300,000-countautorangingA-to-D converterused in
the 34684 and 3478Avoltmeters(seearticle on page3). The

lowest range has the 1-g,V sensitivity required for thermocouple measurements.The highest range allows a
maximum input of 300 volts, giving the J4Z1.Aa wide
dynamic input range. A temperature sensor on each 10channel multiplexer card provides a referencejunction for
thermocouple-basedtemperature measurements. The
type-T thermocouple conversion in the 34214 provides
temperaturereadings directly in degreesCelsius.
The 3421A.also performsresistancemeasurements,useful in the measurementof other types of transducers,such
as RTDs (resistance-temperature
detectors) and thermistors. The lowest range has a sensitivity of t m'f) and the
highest range has a maximum input of 30 megohms.The
multiplexer cards can be configured for either two- or
four-wire resistance measurements.An internal zerocrossingcounter allows frequencymeasurements(up to 10
kHz), useful for transducerswith pulse outputs, such as
flowmeters. Another function in the 34214 is an averageresponding ac converterfor measuring line-related and ac
signals of frequenciesup to 1.5 kHz.
All of the functions and rangesof the 34214 are electronically calibratedby the sametechnique used in the 34684
(see page 5). A nonvolatile CMOS RAM powered by a
lithium battery is used to storeall of the constantsobtained
during calibration of the instrument. There are separate
constants for offset correction of each of the referencejunction temperaturesensors.The calibration RAM is protected from accidental alteration by requiring a hardwareenable switch on the back panel (seeFig. 2) to be set for
calibration. The calibration constantscan also be read or
written to by an HP-IL controller through the instrument's
I/O interface.
The 3421,A,
can be programmedto scana sequenceof up
to 30 channels.The instrument has enough internal memory to store one scan sequenceprogram and one set of
readings.One trigger command will take readings per the
specified scan sequenceand store them. By using the scan
commands,a set of readings can be taken, stored,and later
read back into the controller. In this manner,I/O time is not
required between each reading.
The scanner/multiplexercapability of the 3421,\ resides
on up to three optional printed circuit boards accessible
through removable covers on the rear panel. Each board
comeswith removable printed circuit board edge connectors for convenient termination of the user's field wiring.
Terminationsmay be made permanentby purchasing extra
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Fig.2. Back panel of the 3421A.
The three s/ots can be used to insett 1)-channel latching-relay
cards, digital llO cards, or breadboard cards customized by the
userfor specificapplications.This
3421A also has the optional HP-IB
iftertace.

terminal blocks.
Three different plug-in assembly options exist, any of
which can be placed in any or all of the three slots. These
include the 10-channelrelay multiplexer/actuator,a digital
I/O interface,and a breadboardoption.
Multi plexer/Actuator Assemblies
Each 10-channelmultiplexer/actuatorboard containsten
latching, low-thermal-dissipation,armature relays giving
the 3421.\ a maximum capacity of thirty relays when three
boards are installed. Latching relays were chosenbecause
of the small drain on the battery and their inherently low
thermal dissipation. The ten relays can be configured by
jumpers in a number of ways to suit the needs of the user.
Two of the relays can be used as either two-ampere actuators or multiplexer relays. The other eight are always
multiplexers, but seriesand/orshunt elementscan be added
to them. One channel comeswith a removable10:1divider
intended for use in monitoring power-line voltage, using
the 3421A's internal 30Vac range. The board also can be
jumper-selectedto multiplex the senseterminals for fourwire resistancemeasurements.The Hl and LO front-panel
terminals are connectedto the multiplexer's common bus.
This bus can be disconnectedfrom the 3421.A'sinternal
multimeter to use external instruments or to allow singleended scanningof up to 56 points with a common ground.
Digital l/O Assembly
The digital I/O board has eight floating inputs and eight
floating outputs. The inputs are protectedby optoisolators.
Becauseeach input can detect the presenceor absenceof
current flowing, either S-volt TTL or z|-volt CMOS signals
will trigger the input equally well. Each bit can be read
individually, or the eight bits can be read as one word. The
3421,Acan be set up to trigger a multiplexer board scan
sequencewhen a specific digital word occursat the inputs
of a digital I/O board.The outputs of the digital I/O board are
protected against shorting and use isolated DMOS FET
switches,An on switch is capableof sinking up to 300 mA
at less than two ohms. An off switch has an impedance
greaterthan 10 MO. Theseswitches are used as open-drain
outputs. Each switch can be written to individually or all
eight can be written to as one word.
Breadboard Option
The breadboard option has circuitry for decoding the
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instrument's backplane and an area for the user to add
custom circuitry. For example, this card could be configured as a multiple-channel, continuously sampling totalizer card to monitor a few channels of pulsed outputs.
HP-lB Option
To fit into more traditional instrumentation systems,the
3421,Ahas an optional HP-IB (IEEE 4BB) interface. The
HP-IB option doesan internal conversionto the HP-IL. The
internal HP-IL interface is used for isolation between the
HP-IB and the user'smeasurementpotential.A pushbutton
on the rear panel (seeFig, 2) is usedto selectbetweenIIP-IL
and HP-IB operatiou,
Low-Cost Design
Keeping the cost low while keeping the capabilitieshigh
was a major goal for the designteam. One of the largestcost
savings is realized through the mechanical packaging.
Since the instrument is intended to be low-power and
lightweight, plastic packagingfits the definition perfectly.
The packageis a two-piece full-rack-width clamshell with
separateplastic front and rear panels.
The 3421,\ is designedto be used with a controller, so it
was not necessaryto include costly front-panel controlsfor
manual operation. Front-panel-emulation programs for
user convenience in setting up data acquisition applications are available for both the HP-85 PersonalComputer
and the HP-41Handheld Computers.The programming for
the HP-41 is achieved by adding a special ROM and
keyboardoverlays(seearticle on page 1.6).For use with the
HP-85,the 3056DLsystemwas developed(seebox on page
1 3) .
The block diagram of the 342rA (Fig. 3) illustrates other
cost savings. Since most pulse output transducersdo not
use frequencieshigher than 10 kHz, and ac voltage measurement at other than line frequenciesis normally not
done in data acquisition, the dc front end can also be used
for both ac voltage and frequency counter measurements.
All the protection and signal amplitude conditioning already exist in the dc front end. The additional circuitry
required for ac measurementsand the counter is minimal.
microprocessoraccumulatesthe pulsesfor the
The 3421.A''s
counter.
Another major area of cost savings is in the power
supplies.Portability, and thereforebattery power, was one
of the major design goals, By optimizing the power

Data Acquisition and Control Software for the 3421A Using the
HP-85 Computer
by David F. Leonard

To simplifythe use of the 3421ADataAcquisition/Control
Unit
for data loggingapplications,
the 3056D1Systemis available.
One or tlvo3421Asand an HP-85PersonalComouterto control
them are housedin one cabinet(Fig. 1)and suppliedwith an
appropriatepackage of softwareroutines.
Mostdedicateddata loggersare self-contained
unitswith the
analogfrontend and the digitaluserinterfaceportionhousedin
one box.Becauseof the lowcostand flexibility
of boththe 3421A
and the HP-85,the total3056D1systemis comparablein priceto
that of most single-boxdata loggersand is more versatile.The
3056DLsoftwarehas beenwrittento makethe systemeasyto use
for the personwho is not familiarwithcomputersor instrumentation. Thus, a user can take advantageof the flexibilityof the
computerwithoutpayingthe price of the long startuptimesfor
which computer-baseddata acquisitionsystems have been
known.
The3056DLsoftwarepackageincludesa dataloggerroutine,a
programthat emulatesan instrumentfront panel, instrument
diagnosticprograms,and graphicsprogramsto plot data from
the dataloggingresults.Subprograms
thatlinearize
temperature
transducers
arealsoavailableon thetapefor the userwho needs
to writea more specializedprogram.
Data Logging Setup
The data loggersetupis dividedintotwo malorparts:channel
setupand timingsetup.A setupis done for up to 20 groups.A
group is definedas a group of channelswith the same label,
function,data conversionequation,and limits.
A labelcan be up to 26 characterslong,The functioncan be
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Fig.2. Limit display fot the 3056DL system.
one of the following:
r dc Volts
r ac volts
r Ohms (two or four wire)
1 Frequency
temperature
r Thermistor
measurement
r RTDtemperaturemeasurement
typeJ,K,T,E,R,
r Thermocouple
or S temperature
measurement
r Digitalinput
r 4-to-20-mAinput
r Closeor open an actuatoror digitalchannel.
Dataconversion
software
willconvertinputsaccordingto linear
or fifth-orderpolynomialequations,or for greaterflexibility,
the
data loggerwillcall a subprogram(thenameof whichis entered
duringsetup)at the timedataconversion
is done.The userwrites
the subprogramand storesit on the softwaretape. Unitsfor the
converteddata can be specified.Theseunitscan be up to five
ah4raatore

lnnd

Limitsare usedto initiatean actionwhen a readingor converted
readingreachesa valuespecifiedby the user.Limitscan be one
of threetypes:high,low,or delta.Theactionwillbe initiated
when
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Fig. 1. A powerful, compact, yet low-cost data acquisition
system, the HP 3056DL, is formed by combining one or more
3421As with an HP-BSComouter.
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Flg. 4. Baslc front-panel display on the HP-85 Computer for
the 3056DL system.
a high limit is exceeded,the reading is lessthan a low limit,or a
readingexceedsthe last readingfor that channel by a specified
amount(deltalimit).The limitactionsare indicatedon the HP-85's
display as shown in Fig. 2. Up to five limitscan be specifiedper
group.
Fig. 3 shows the channelsetup display.Specificationsfor the
channelsetup are enteredby movingthe line (shownunder limit
#1 in Fig.3) to the linethat is to be changed.The line is moved up
and down by pressingthe softkeyslabeledby arrows.Whenthe
EDITkey is pressed,the display instructsthe useron what entries
can be made, usuallyby relabelingthe sottkeys.Afterthe entryis
made, the CRT returnsto the originaldisplay,which then shows
the entry just made.
Once the channelsetup is complete,the timing setup for each
groupis done.Thetimingsetupspecifieswhetherornotthegroup
of channelsis to be scannedat soecitiedintervalsor at a time of
day, the numberof timesthe group is to be scanned,and finally
how the resultingdata is to be handled.Data can be stored on
tape, displayedon the HP-85'sCRT, or printed on its printer.
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Flg. 5. Digital card display for the 3056DL system.
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The readingshownwillthen reflectthe inputon the newchannel
chosen.
The CHANNEL
softkey allows the user to close or open an
acquisition,actuator,or digital channel.
When the FUNoTIoNsoftkeyis pressed,the user can change
the functionto one of the fifteenavailable.
The cMD softkeyis used for outputtingan ASCII commandto
the 3421A.
When the DIGITALsoftkey is pressed and a digital card is
presentin the 3421A,the displayshownin Fig.5 appears.Here
the display showsthe eight-bitinputof a digitalcard in slot 2.
Whenthe oUTPUTsoftkeyis pressed,the display promptsthe
userfor a decimal numberto be outputto the digitalcard, and
the 3421A'sliquid-crystaldisplayshowsthe valueof the digital
outputs.

Front-Panel Emulatol
The basic front-paneldisplay is shown in Fig. 4. The first line
shows the acquisitionchannel that is closed. The function is
shown on the second line.The third line shows the last reading
read f rom the 3421A.The shaded rectangle,shownto the rightof
the reading, blinkswhen a new reading is displayed.
or REVERSE
softkeyis pressed,the 3421A
. Whenthe FORWARD
willstep forwardor backwardthroughthe acquisitionchannels.
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Table I
3421A-Instruction Set
StandardInstructionSet:
DCV
ACV
TWO
FWO
TET
FRO
TOT
REF
cLs
CLP
OPN
WRT
RED
B1T

dc volts [channel list]
ac volts [channel list]
Two-wire ohms [channel list]
Four-wire ohms [channel list]
Temperature Ichannel list]
Frequency [channel list]
Totalize [channel number]
Referencejunction temperature[channel number]
Closea single channel or digital bit (channel number)
Closea pair of scannerchannels (channel number)
Open a channel or digital bit fchannel number]
Write a digital byte (slot number,decimal value 0-2SS)
Read a digital byte (slot number)
Reada digital bit (bit list)

AdvancedInstructionSet:
RS
F
R
RA
G
1{
T
Z
C
SR
DN
Dl
DO
tl
DT
RL
LS
LP
Sl
uC
tH
mL
AN
XR
llil
DS
DC
CAL

Reset
Function (function number)
Range (range exponent)
Raugeauto (r if on, o if off)
Gatetime (second exponent)
Number of digits of resolution (S,+,or S)
Trigger mode (number)
Altozero (o if off, r if on)
Calibrate fcal value]
Status registers
Display number [number 0-29]
Display digital inputs
Display digital outputs
SRQmask fnumber]
Digital trigger (aigitat channel)
Read channel list
Load single scannerchannelsinto list (channel list)
Load pairs of scannerchannelsinto list (channel list)
Scannerincrement (O or f)
Unconditional close (channel number)
Monitor high (disital bit)
Monitor low (digital bit)
AND mask [decimal value 0-255]
XORmask fdecimal value 0-255]
Monitor (slot number), used with AN and XR
Digital set (slot number, decimal value 0-255)
Digital clear (slot number, decimal value 0-2b5)
Calibration RAM (1 if read, 2 if write)

tl if optional
o if not optional
supplies, knowing that a battery will be always present,a
significant savings is realized over traditional battery options in other instruments that use more expensive centertapped transformers and linear regulators for direct ac operation in addition to battery-poweredsupplies like those
used in the 3421A.

Instrument Friendliness
Our ability to useinstrumentsin systemshastaken gigantic stepssince the first programmableinstrumentationwas
introduced in the 1960s.We feel that becauseof its low cost
and high capability, the 3421.Awill find its way into the
hands of some less electronically sophisticatedusers.
Therefore, we made it easy to program. The first major
hurdle in programming most instruments is remembering
to write to the instrument everything it needs to know to
completethe task.The 342'l.A'sstandardinstruction set(see
Table I) includes most of the normal measurementtasks
made by an instrument of this type. By sending it just one
simple command,everything is handled by the instrument
to complete the entire task. For example, to measure dc
voltageson channels 2, 3, 4, and B, the user merely sends
DCV2-4,8or DCV2,3,4,8,.
If this instruction is compared to
thosefor earlier instrumentscapableof making the sameset
of measurements,it can be seen that the 3421A is much
easier to use. The 3421,Aalso contains more traditional
instructions which we have chosen to call the advanced
instruction set. To take the same set of readings using the
advancedinstructions,the following commandsare sentto
the 3421,t:
LS2,3,4,8
(Loadsscannerlist)
F1RA1Z1N5Ts (Configures3421,A;Fr:dc volts,FtAl:autorange,21:autozero,NS:b digits,T3:trigger through scanner list)
Besidesthe software programs available for the HP-4t
and HP-85 controllers, other featuresinclude an internal
type-T thermocouple conversion. Thermocouple measurement with the 3421,Ais easily accomplishedby connecting the thermocouple to the appropriate channel and
sending TEM(channel
number).The measurementreads the
temperatureofthe referencejunction and the voltageacross
the thermocouple.A software compensationis performed
on thesereadings to give the correctedtemperature.A test
of friendliness devised early in the definition phase of the
project centered around how easily a temperature measurement could be made using a thermocouple. For most
instruments, it is a complicated task. However, with the
3421,A,all the work is done for the user.
Low-Power Operation
To do a good job at remote data logging and to make full
use of the battery, low-power design techniques are used
throughout the instrument. One of the major power savings
is realized through the use of latching relays in both the
A-to-D front end and in the multiplexer. Eachrelay is magnetically latchedeither on or off; all that is required to setor
reset a relay is a LO-mscurrent pulse through the appropriate winding. An additional advantageof these relays is
the low thermal voltage offsetsbecauseof the lack of power
dissipation.
Another major contributor to keeping the power consumption low is the power supply design.The ac line input
chargesthe battery, and the +1s-volt supplies are derived
using an efficient switching technique.The S-volt supply is
linearly regulated directly from the battery. The liquidcrystal display and extensiveuse of CMOS logic also con-
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tribute to reducing power consumption.
Implementationof the HP-IL power-downmode provides
the user with greatly increased battery life. In this sleep
mode, only a small fraction of the circuit is kept powered
up. At times specified by the user, the HP-IL system can
wake up and perform its function. For example,in continuous operation, the battery life of the 3421A is specified at
twelve hours minimum. Use of the HP-IL power-down
function extendsthe battery lifetime, allowing the user to
takea setof thirty readingsoncean hour for a period of more
than one month. Since the HP-4\, the 82162A Printer, and
the 82161ACassetteDrive also implement the power-down
function, a powerful battery-poweredsystem,which can be
controlled by the 821B2ATime Module (which plugs into
the HP-a1),can be assembledfor unattended datalogging.
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Low-CostInstrumentControl:A NewROM
for the HP-41HandheldComputers
by David L. Wolpert
P'S NEW SERIAL INTERFACE LOOP (HPJL) and
821604 HP-IL Module make it possible for an HP41 user to control instruments such as the 34684
Multimeter and 3eztA DataAcquisition/Control Unit, thus
forming low-cost measurement systems for bench or field
applications. To reduce the amount of programming and
simplify use,a custom ROM and keyboardoverlays(Fig. r)
are availablefor HP-4t users.The HP 4446BADataAcquisition and Control Package(DAJCPacJis basedon the instruction setfor the 3421,A,.
Eachof theseinstructions performsa
complete measurementtask or a complete operation.
To illustrate the capability and friendliness provided by
the 444684 DA/CPacROM, considerthe measurementof ac
voltage by a 34684 Multimeter on the loop. Even without
DA/CPacROM, this can be done by a fairly simple program
for the HP-41:
{l :i .x'1.".11i...
" l"lE/-}lili"
t i ; . . tr r I l " J a t $ A r l
{t.-i. f:.[ hlDJ.1)
0 4 Slil.-l:::Cll'
{1T.i u[r;iirli:il;:/-]7.:
I'i i: "
0ir tltJi'A
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0:i Iiqu
0{:l HNI)
The above program finds the voltmeter's address on the
loop, selectsit, setsfunction, rangeand trigger, and takesa
reading. But if there is no 34684 on the loop, there will be
an addresserror at step 04 (ADRERR),
and ifa syntax error is
noted by the 34684, step 07 may produce a TRANSMITERR.
To trap most of theselikely errors,a more complex program
is necessary.The following examplehandlesmost foreseen
anomalies,and respondswith friendly prompts on the HP41's display such as NO INST (no such instrument found)
and INST ERR(instrument error).
0 1 x . L F L I 'A C Vr '
02
0:i
04

"HP34;:
FINDI:D
X=0']

Ftlartooktora 3421A.ThoROMac.,
tuallylooksforamoaaurcmonlde'
tlco'uslngaccosloryPoll'

1 A "-

01 GTo " [-68 '|l
O6 $ELECT

Tells the Intodaco whlch devlce to
talldll8tsn lo.

07 uAcv"
08 0urA

Thl. 13th3 standard 3421A Instruc-

O? IN$JTA'I
\

RoadInstrumentstatusbyto.

li [?;t;n

\

IE IND\

13 RET

't

I 4xl-ttL

1:'$$

l6

-\

'l

l3'HP3468A"

Erroroccurrod ll flag 5 ls sot In gtatus
bytc.

car rhereading.

\
\

FINDID

ro srandardInsrrucllonaot rnsrru.
msnt waa found, look for I 34684.

17 X*0?
t l] GTO "l:;:11
1"
1 g SELECT
a 0 , , F ; l N g R A Z 1 ' 1p r - /

Tht8ts rhe3468AInsrrucilon
srrtng
t o r e s l n g l e8 c v o l t a g sr e a d l n g '

21 OUTA
?E INI)
E3 RET
2 4 d ' L B L " [ : RI "

Get ths reading.

?i.i
il6

3421Aor 3460Anot found-__cannor
measutescvoltagc'

'N0

I Nli'l'

,r -

AVIt.t,

27 $"t'0P
eB 'x'LEL " l:::l?
2"
e?

" IN$jT

ERR0R

rr-

S y n r aox r c a 1 b . a l o n
ororharerror.

3() AVIEi.I
31 ST0P
3E ENI)
By contrast,the 44468A DA/C PAC ROM reducesthis program to three simple lines:
il 1 x.l_F1.." i'1[:Afil.lR
[:."
0;? r.\r-lt/
{1.{l Hi.llD
This hivial program returns an ac voltage to the Hp-41's
X register,and handlesall the commandsthat arenecessary
for using the 3421,\ or 3468A.

DA/C Pac ROM
The custom ROM is divided into sevenbasic parts:
I
Microcode for friendly operation of instruments. This
makesit easyto use the automatic addressingfeaturesof
the HP-41and HP-IL.Included aresomebasicinstrument
operationsfor digital multimeters, scanners,and combination devices such as the 3421,{. These include MEASUREdc VOLTAGE,CLOSECHANNEL,et cetera.
Microcode for polynomial (and other) expansions of
temperature functions. This makes the Hp-41 significantly faster in performing temperature conversions,a
typical user task for the 9421,A and other instrument
systems. Conversion functions for thermocouples
(T,I,R,E,K,
and S types),thermistors(2282or 5000ohms
at 25'C), and platinum resistance-temperature
detectors
(RTD,100 ohms at 0oC)are included, with softwarecoldjunction compensationfor the thermocouples.
User code for complete temperature measurements,
including cold-junction measurement and software
compensation.
A data logger application program. This simple data acquisition program can print or storeon an 82161ADigital
CassetteDrive the data from up to 30 channelsof inputs
of various kinds (voltage, resistance,temperature,frequency) taken at time intervals specified by the user
during setup.
Front-panel program to allow the HP-41 to manipulate
the 3421,\, acting as its front panel.
Miscellaneous routines which include an alarm setup
program (prompting), a routine to find an instrument,
DVM or scanner on the HP-IL, a routine to output a
command to an instrument, and a decoderoutine to return measurementfunctions and units to the datalogger.

Fig. 1. Ihe 44468A Data AcquisitionlControl Package ROM
comes with overlaysfor the HP-41
keyboard to simplify HP-IL measurement system p rcgramming.
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r Miscellaneousmicrocodefor easyprogramming,such as
a key assignment routine and programmable timer alarm
clearing.
Becausethere are certain things that cannot be done by
the standard HP-41 instruction set. the DAJCPac ROM extends the instruction setby microcodeto use the Accessory
ID provisions of the HP-IL. Also, the thermocouple/
thermistor/RTD conversions are written in microcode. Although these could have been done with standard HP-41
instructions, the microcode executesmuch faster and does
not require the use of the stackor other registers.Below is a
listing of some microcode routines in the measurement
portion of the DA/C Pac ROM:
DCV
ACV
TWO
FWO

Measuredc voltage
Measureac voltage
Measure resistance (two-wire)
Measureresistance(four-wire)

This is the I+ key if the
DAJC Pac ROM overlay
(Fig. r) is not in place.
Channel? The HP-41 PromPtsthe
user for a channel number.
The user would then
put in the channel number
and press R/S,or press R/S
alone to measurethe current
channel or at the frontpanel terminals
The user has selected
channel 2.
3.0010200 The reading from channel
2 is flashed on the display
repeatedly.
The user wishes to advance
to the next channel (the SST
key without the overlay).
-3.0010500 Thereadingfromchannel3
is flashed on the display
repeatedly.

DCV

2, R/S

FOR

These four commands differ only in the string that is sent to
the measurementdevice. The command flow is as follows.
where (cr) indicates a caniage return and (lfl indicates a line
feed operation.
1. Searchfor measurementdevice (detector)
A. If instrument type 51 (e.g., 3421A) is found:
a. Address device to listen
b. ocv: send "DCV (cr)(I0"
ACV: send "ACV (cr)(If)"
TWO:send "TwO (cr)(1f)"
FWO:send "FWO (cr)(lf)"
B. If 3468A is found:
a. Address device to listen
b. ocv: send "FrNsRAZtT2 (cr)(lf)"
ACV: send "F2NbRAZlTz(cr)(10"
TWO:send "F3N5RAZ1T2(cr)(lf)"
FWO:send "F4N5RAZ1Tz(cr)(10"
C. If instruments are not found:
a. Display "NO INST"
b. Return
2. Get device statusbyte
A. If bit 5 is set:
a. Display "INST ERR"
b. Return
B. If bit 5 is clear:
a. Input device data to X register
b. Return
Someexamplesof the mathematicalroutines availablein
the DA/C Pac ROM are listed in Table I.
The 34214 front-panel program is another part of the
DA/C Pac ROM; it makes it very easy to set up and test a
3421,A.Itprompts the user when numeric input is required
and uses standard instructions to addressthe 3421A. For
example,the user can connectthe HP-IL cables,turn on the
3421,Aand the HP-41, and executethe following.
HP-41 Keys
Xeq, Alpha, F,
P, Alpha

Comment

Display

The HP-41 will find and
select the 3421,Aon the
HP-IL and reset it.
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When an error occurs,causedby selectinga channel that
is not present or an invalid function for the current channel,
the calculatorbeepsand displaysdashesto indicate that no
reading is available.

TableI
ExampleDA/CPac ROMMathematicalRoutines
Command
C-F

THM2

THM5

RTD

Function
oCto oF conversion
X':1.8X*32
Ohms to'C, thermistor is 22529 at 25'C
X' : [rl1a+b lnX + c(lnX!s\)-zzs.'s.5
where a : 1,.47OB73BB9E-3
b : 2.3779O52308-4
c : 1..0325775378-7
Ohms to oC,thermistor is 5000O at 25'C
x' : frlla+b lnX + c(lnX1zll-zzs.t5
where a : 1.2854963788-3
b : 2.360ss8B57E-4
c : 9.3244O9398E-B
Ohms to'C, RTD is 100O at 0"C
If x<100:
X' : a + bX/102 t cX2l'l,oa+ dX3/106
where a : -241.9967592
b :222.56061.7s
c:25.24882388
d: -5.81.2682625
If X>roo:
X':a-vG+dU10o
where a : 3367.82'1,441,
b : 13,065,764.86
c: -'1,723,543.606

HF
IrrlTlf

f,+:-'1+
L'lG':=F.'

:.'- l

.-$F!

itFi

itkt!

-:1 -.{_-: ini
_;i i.ij.i':i

i-nf;
a
Etj

channels, a loop power-down command (PWRDN)is used to
conserve battery life, in case of a system which is operated
away from ac line power. At the proper time, the HP-41 and
the HP-IL devices are powered up and a measurement cycle
is performed, with the results being printed and/or recorded
as specified by the user before the system is powered down
to await the next scan. Fig. 2 shows a typical data logging
printout.
Fig. 3 illustrates the use of the 44468A DA/C Pac ROM
in an HP-41 to control a 34684 Multimeter for dc voltage
measurements in the field.
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Flg.2. Typical data logging printout using the 44468A DAIC
Pac in an HP-41CVHandheld Computer controlling a 3421A
Data Acquisitionlcontrol Unit and an 82162APrinter.Program
records dc voltages on channels2 and 3, ac voltages on
channels23,24, and 25, and dc voltageson channels4 and 5
during eachperiodic scan sequence. The valuesrecorded for
lwo scans are shown.
The data logger program is also very simple to use, yet has
some powerful capabilities not usually found in such a
small system. The user is guided through a setup in which
the user can select channel groups and assign various functions to these groups. Functions available include six thermocouple types, dc and ac voltage, two- and four-wire
resistance, RTD and thermistor measurements, frequency,
user-written routines, actuator control, and digital outputs.
The user is prompted to find out whether the readings are to
be recorded on the 82161A Digital CassetteDrive or printed
on the 82L62A Thermal Printer. Next the user is asked to
select a start time, a time interval for the measurements, and
the number of scans to be done. Between each scan of the

Fig. 3. Measuring electrical parameters in the field is now
much easierusing a 3468AMultimeter,an HP-41 Handheld
Computer,and the 44468A DAIC Pac ROM,
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ElectronicMail for the InteractiveOffice
Here'show electronicmailis implementedon the HP 30OO
ComputerSysfem.HPMAIL/efs userswho aren'tfamitiar
withcomputertechnologyexchangemessageseffectively
withintheir organization.
by lan J. Fuller
PMAIL IS AN ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEM that
operateson the Hewlett-Packard3000 Computer System. It is designed to enable users who mav not be
familiar with computersand their associatedtechnologyto
interchange information effectively throughout their organization.With HPMAIL, messages,documents,business
charts and graphs, and HP 3000 system files can be exchanged both locally and remotely.
HPMAIL operates concunently with other dataprocessingand office information-processingactivities. It
operatesfrom any terminal that can be connectedto an Hp
3000. That includes the HP 2626W Word ProcessingStation, the compact HP 2382A Office Terminal, the HP 1Zs
Personal Office Computer, and any of the large range of
other HP terminals and desktop computers with datacommunications connectionsto HP 3000s.
Using standard Hewlett-Packard Distributed Systems
Network capabilities,HPMAIL managesall messagerouting and data communications among multiple Hp 3000
Systems.A store-and-forwardfeature facilitates transmission through the nodes of a multiple-systemnetwork, providing flexible network paths through existing datacommunicationsconnections.These may be over dial-up,
leased, direct-connect or public data network (X.2S and
X.21) lines. Usersneed only specify the name of the recipient. Actual routing paths are invisible to the user. A general delivery capability routesmessagesto locationswhere
they can be distributed manually.
Each user has a set of software tools that map onto the
traditional elementsof the desk.An electronicin tray keeps
track of incoming messages,while the out tray organizes
mail being sent.Usersmonitor the progressof messagesin
the pending tray. Senders can not only verify that their
messageshavearrived, but alsothat they havebeenread.A
work areaprovides for composingand editing ionger communications, and for assemblingpackagesof information
files, including graphics. A file cabinet storesmessagesand
documents.A distribution directory lets the user construct,
use and storestandarddistribution lists. An administration
areaprovides the meansto tailor the HPMAIL environment
with passwords,autoforward instructions, autoanswermessages,and the choice of a personto handle mail on the user's
behalf.
Simple commands perform everyday mail functions.
Movement betweenHPMAIL areasis by function keys, automatically labeled on the screenwhen that ability is supported by the particular HP terminal.
To reduce the on-line system storage traditionally re-
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quired by computer-basedmessagesystems,HpMAIL uses
an HP 3000 IMAGE data base for document storageand
local distribution. Documentsare stored only once on each
systemin a network with pointers for eachintended recipient.
HPMAIL Functions
The basicfacilities required of any electronicmail system
are to acceptmail, addressusers,store mail, sort outgoing
mail, move the mail, sort incoming mail, deliver mail to
recipients, and notify recipients. HPMAIL performs all
thesefunctions. It also tracksthe progressof mail and provides a flexible and powerful user interface.
HPMAIL can transmit any information that can be stored
in the HP 3000 system.This can range from a few lines of
simple textto a complex report containing,perhaps,reports
produced by a word processorsuch as HPWORD,graphics
produced by DSG/3000or HPDRAW, and even Hp 3000
program and data files. We decided to adopt as flexible a
structure for these items as possible,enabling the user to
organizethem into packagesof logically related items. At
the same time, we realized that the majority of HpMAIL
messageswould be simple text and made it very simple for
this type of messageto be acceptedinto the system.
HPMAIL can be implemented as a multicomputer system, but it is important in the office environment that users
be shielded from the details of the configuration of their
particular network. To this end we implemented an
addressingscheme.HPMAIL users are registeredwith the
systemin such a way that sendersof messagesdo not need
to knowwhetherrecipients arelocatedontheircomputer or
on one many miles away, connected through a complex
network. It also allows the administrator of an HpMAIL
network to reconfigure it without users having to change
the way in which they addressother users.
The system must be able to store mail before transmission, on intermediate computers in a store-and-forward
network, and on the behalf of users.Becauseof the potentially large spacerequirementsfor messageson a system,
HPMAIL has adopted the strategy of sharing information
wherever possible.Thus, when a messageis delivered to
severaluserson the samecomputer,only one copy is stored
and pointersare setup linking the messageto eachuser'sin
tray.
Mail in transit must be sorted into queuesfor transmission to the required destination and for distribution at the
destinationcomputer,a processanalogousto the operation
of a sorting office in a manual mail system.This can be a

major headachein software projects, proved to be a relatively simple task with HPMAIL and the software has
proved to be very robust in use.
Fig. 1 shows the major software components of the product. The user interface program is responsiblefor all the
user interaction in the product and provides the user with
the electronicdesk describedpreviously.The mailroom is a
background job streamed by the system operator and is
chargedwith the sorting and delivery of local mail, that is,
mail that is destined for users on the same computer. The
transport manageris responsiblefor scheduling the communication of messagesbetween HPMAIL computers according to the current messageload and the availability
schedule set up by the HPMAIL system administrator.
Fig. 1. Majorsoftwarecomponentsof HPMAIL.
The master truck is controlled by the transport manager
and is responsiblefor the setup and control ofthe DS/3000
time-consuming process, involving the analysis of large
connectionwith a remote computer where it usesthe slave
distribution lists, and so we decided to have this function
program to receive the mail and put it onto the remote
truck
performed by a background processcalled the mailroom.
data
base.
The clock tick generatorruns as a son processof
Mail'must be transportedbetweencomputersas economthe
transport
manager and provides it with a tick every
ically as possible. HPMAIL uses the program-to-program
fifteen
minutes
to cause the transport manager to re(PTOP) communication facility provided by DS/3000 for
priorities as necessary.
its
schedule
transmission
this task. These potentially lengthy and error-prone operais
VPLUS/3000
The
configurator
a
application program
processes
known as the
tions are handled by autonomous
used by the HPMAIL system administrator to build and
transport manager and the master and slave trucks.
configure the HPMAIL data bases.Facilities are provided so
Once arrived at its destination computer, mail must be
that
the administrator does not need to have any detailed
delivered to its recipients and the recipients must be
knowledge
of IMAGE/3000 to control HPMAIL.
possible.
is
also
This work
notified of their new mail if
The operator interface is a set offunctions that enablethe
handled by the mailroom program.
system operator to control HPMAIL and determine its
For users to have confidence in the operation of the mail
systemthey must be able to track the progressof messages status. Examples of operator commands provided are
MAILON and MAIIOFF to enable and disable the system,
that they have sent. HPMAIL provides five acknowledgMAILSTATUSto provide a status display for the system,
ment levels that users can put on a messageand the transMAILSHOY/NODE
to display the number of messagesawaitport system keeps users informed of the progress of their
ing
remote compute$, and MAtr MAINT to
transmission
to
messagesaccording to the acknowledgment level that they
start the maintenance program,
have set.
The maintenance program is run periodically to provide
The HPMAIL user interface provides userswith powerful
verification
of the intactness of the HPMAIL data bases.to
facilities to create and store messageson their electronic
desk, making HPMAIL far more than a simple message delete outdated mail items, and to generatestatistics, which
are formatted and printed by the report program. Regular
system. Examples of the facilities provided are the work
running
of the maintenance program is a vital part of mainarea in which items may be constructed before incorporattaining
a
reliable HPMAIL system.
ing them in messages,
the filing cabinet,in which usersmay
store messages for future retrieval in folders they have
Development Techniques
named, and the distribution list area,where users can keep
The programs described above were developed simuldistribution lists of other users with whom they correspond
taneously
over a period of eighteen months. For this work to
for easiercompilation of messages.When we designedthe
proceed reliably a set of techniques was derived before
HPMAIL user interface we placed considerable stress on
detailed design began.
easeof use for the nontechnical user and compatibility with
Three techniques we adopted in the development of the
any terminal that can log on to the HP 3000.This lets users
product
deservemention here as being important to the way
accesstheir mail even when they are away from their office
in which the product evolved. These are the use of mail
if they have a portable terminal and accessto a telephone.
procedures to accessthe data bases,IPC or pipe files to
lmplementation of HPMAIL
communicate between the components of the product, and
One of our principal design objectivesin implementing
the standardized tracing and error reporting mechanism
HPMAIL was that the product should be easy to maintain,
used throughout the product.
test, debug, and update. To this end we decided upon a
Mail Procedures.The HPMAIL software is built around two
layer concept for the software, with eachlayer communicatIMAGE/3000 data bases,called t oc,tr, and cl,osAl-, which
ing via rigidly defined interfaces.This allowed developare discussedin the next section.The application programs
ment of the transport mechanism to proceed relatively unthat accessthe data bases,for example the user interface,
disturbed while the details of user interface design were
mailroom, transport manager and trucks, do so through a
refined through a series of tests, prototypes, and evaluaset of intrinsics (routines) called mail procedures. These
tions. The task of integrating these components, often a
mail procedures are in a segmented library and so are
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accessibleto all the programs.They perform the low-level
data baseaccessfunctions and insulate the programsthat
call them from the details of the data basestructure. In fact,
the transport programs do not have a single IMAGE call in
them; all interaction is done through mail procedures.
Examples of the mail procedures include MOPENto open
the mail data bases, MCREATEto create a new item,
MEXPLODEto return information about the contents of an
item, for example the messagesin a user's in tray, MATTACH
to attach one item to another, for example, to attach a new
messageto a user's in tray when delivering it, MDELETE
to
delete an item, and MCLOSEto close the mail data bases.
Other mail procedures were implemented to perform
common functions required by different modules, for
example, comparing two names. In all, about thirty mail
proceduresexist in the HPMAIL segmentedlibrary.
Theseprocedureswere designed,tested,and made available before any coding was done on the programs that
would use them, thereby providing a firm baseupon which
developmentcould proceed.
IPC Files. Besides using the two IMAGE data bases,the
various components of HPMAIL communicate with each
other using the interprocesscommunication (IPC)or pipe
facility provided by the HP 3000's MPE-IV operating system. This method of communication has the advantagesof
being very well defined and straightforward. It is reliable
and provides an interrupt mechanism whereby a program
can wait for a messageon its pipe telling it what to do next.
Onceagain,this convention aidedthe product implementation. Modules were tested using simple test harnessesbefore attempting to integrate them.
Three IPC files are defined in HPMAIL. MRIPCINis the
mailroom input pipe, which is written to by the user interface when a user MAILsa message,inshucting the mailroom
to collect it from the user's out tray and deal with it. It is also
written to by the slave truck when it receives mail from a
remote computer bound for the local computer, alerting the
mailroom to deliver it.
TMIPCINis the transport manager input pipe, which is
written to by the mailroom to inform it about new mail
bound for remote computers which it should attempt to
send, and by the clock tick process,which runs as a son of
the transport manager and sends it a messageon this pipe
every fifteen minutes to causeit to rescheduleitself to take
account of any change in the availability of routes out of the
local computer.
MTIPCINis the master truck input pipe. The transport
manager sends instructions, such as "open a DS line to

computer X," to a mastertruck, which attemptsto perform
this operation and reports back to the transport manager
on its input pipe the successor failure ofthe operation.The
transport manager can support up to eight master trucks
simultaneously and each has a separateinput pipe, referred
to as MTIPCINO,
MTIPCINI,etc,
Tracing and Error Reporting. Since HPMAIL consists of a
number of intercommunicating programs and each program consistsof a large number of modules,eachseparately
compiled, it is important that status information about the
successof each operationis returned to the caller. It is also
important to have a trace facility built into the product so
that errors can be traced and diagnosed with minimum
trouble.
In HPMAIL, a single data structure called the mail common area is used to communicate shared data such as
completion status,file numbers, and user information between the various procedures in a program and with the
mail procedures.This is very much in line with products
such as VPLUS/3000or IMAGE/3000.
Each procedure in the product (and there are over 300)
takesthe mail common areaas its first, and sometimesonly,
parameter,The convention was established that all the procedurescall a mail procedure called utRaCE immediately
upon entry and before exit. MTRACEregisters the procedure's identity in the mail common area and can also be
made to write a log messageto a file if required.
Error reporting is centralizedin anothermail procedure,
MERROR,which interprets the status words in the mail
common areaand can produce a customizederror message
from the messagecatalog for each error, together with as
much additional information as can be deduced. Since all
the trace messagesare derived from the messagecatalog,
they can, if necessary,be translatedto other languages.
The tracing level of these procedures can be varied by
setting a job control word (1Cw)or by passing a run-time
parameter(PARM)to the program.Thus, when debugginga
program, the engineers can easily get full trace information
and errors can be located more easily. This level of control
was particularly important in testing the transport programs, where it was not practical to use the MPE debug
facility. These tracing facilities remain in the released
product, but cause little performance penalty since they
are normally disabled.
HPMAIL Data Bases
HPMAIL usestwo IMAGE/3000databasesto contain the
user and network directorv information and the users' elec-

Flg.2. The HPMAIL LocAL data
base contains local directory informationabout users,network ditectory information, and mail
/Iems.
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tronic desks,all maintained securely and reliably,
All the HPMAIL programs on a single computer work
with the same data base set. Items that are simultaneously
owned by more than one user, for examplea messagedelivered to two in trays, are held physically only once per
system,with pointers to assertindividual ownership.
The HPMAIL GLOBALdata baseis a directory of all users
known to this system. The LOCALdata base contains local
directory information about the users supported there, network directory information to control intercomputer
transmission,and mail items. Mail items can be in trays,
messages,queuesof messages,individual text items, distribution lists, or MPE files imported onto the database-in
fact, nearly anything an HP 3000 can store.
The HPMAIL data basesperform three functions: directory, storage,and item composition.The directory function
enablesHPMAIL to identify users when they sign on and
determine those items that they can access.The directory
also identifies users on mail distribution lists and enables
user namesas enteredto be expandedto the full canonical
form of name.location and sublocation.The network directory functions enable HPMAIL to determine which computers to contactto send mail to a given location, how and
when to contact the computers, and what telephone
number or public data network (PDN) node name to specify.
The storagefunctions enableHPMAIL to hold everything
in the IMAGE data basesso that the information is always
available. Thus HPMAIL will take an HPWORD document
and import it onto the LoCAL data baseso that at some later
time the transport system will be able to send it to another
computer without requiring accessto the sending user's
MPE group, or having to worry if the user deleted it.
The composition functions enable HPMAIL to handle
hybrid messagetypes, to have the samemessagein several
in trays or filing cabinet folders at the same time, and to
operatequeuesof messagesdestinedfor different locations
in the network. This leads to the important concept in
HPMAIL that the simplest messagecontains two parts: a
distribution list and some content (usually text). The message itself is a single item that contains these two parts.
This split enables the transport mechanism to refer to the
messageas a whole, while the mailroom can accessthe
distribution list, its primary concern, without having to
scanthe text. The end users also derive the benefit that they
do not have to read the messagedistribution list but can go
straight to the text.
HPMAIL uses the IMAGE/3000Data Base Management
Systemfor many reasons.Almost the leastimportant is that
it is a data base managementsystem.The main reason is
that it is solid and well-established and provides a firm
foundation for a reliable product.
It also offers its own spacemanagement, allocating new
space as required and handling direct accessproblems
transparently. Because of the hybrid nature of most
HPMAIL items,the chain managementsystemof IMAGE is
very important. It handles pointer chains very easily.
IMAGE uses shared data storageand shared buffering, adding to efficiency and performance.It has a good locking
mechanismto prevent umeliable operationcausedby multiple updatesof the sameitem. Finally, an IMAGE database
can be dumped for security purposes very much faster than

many MPE files.
The main drawback to using IMAGE is that it is not
designed to hold nonshuctured items such as MPE files,
and getting them in and out of the database(importing and
exporting) is a fairly lengthy process.We estimate,however,that the time required to implement the project would
have nearly doubled if the facilities of a system like IMAGE
had not been available.
Data Base Descriptions
Figs. 2 and 3 show the schemas(definitions) for the two
data bases.Two examples of the way HPMAIL usesthe data
basesin the execution of common functions are item storage and name searching.
The most important data sets to the understanding of
ITEMHPMAIL's item storage are the ITEM-HEADER,
ANd ITEM-CONTENTdAtA SEISON thE LOCAL
STRUCTURE
data base. Items in HPMAIL are considered to be either
basic,meaningthat they can be representedby a singleMPE
file (for example a distribution list or an HPWORD document), or composite,which have no MPE file form as such
but arecomposedof a number of basicitems.An in tray is an
exampleof a compositeitem, consistingof a headerlinking
it to the messagesin that particular in tray.
Every mail item, basic or composite,has a type (e.g.,user
folder, message,text), a creatot,and a subject.This informadata
tion is kept in its item header. The ITEM-STRUCTURE
setmaintains the links between items that make up composites. For example, a messageconsistsof a messageheader
linked by two item structure records to the headers of its
distribution list and content.The contentof a basicitem, the
MPE file content, is held in the ITEM-CONTENTdata set,
linked by IMAGE pointers to its item header.
In HPMAIL, every item is linked to at least one other,
exceptfor the root item, which we call item zero.If an item
becomesdetachedfrom all its parents,which happens,for
example,when a messageis deletedfrom the in trays of all
the users who received it, it becomesan orphan item and
will be physically deletedfrom the databaseby the maintenance pro8ram.
Fig. 4 showsthe HPMAIL objecthierarchy in more detail.
Although superficially complex, it is in fact quite efficient
and lends itself very well to processing by IMAGE via the
mail procedures.
Searching for Names
Every time a user enters a name into the user interface
program,whether it is the user'sown name enteredduring
the HPMAIL sign-on, or names on a distribution list,

Fig. 3. Ihe HPMATLGL)BAL data base is a directory of all
users known to the particular system.
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FIg.4. HPMAIL object hierarchy
HPMAIL searchesits directory for that name or a similar
match. Names in IIPMAIL are held in what we call canonical form, which is:

FLILLER,TANIOHN/HP16oo/o1

ing of a user's name can sometimes but not always yield a
choice that reveals the correct spelling of the name the user
was looking for. For example, if the user types the surname
COALMAN instead of COLEMAN, then the program will be
able to give a choice of the conect name since both names
result in the name probe of CLMN.In the caseof the user sign-on process,the LOCALdata
base is searched for the name, since it holds the name
information for the users supported on that computer. For
the construction of distribution lists, the GLOBALdata base
is searched since it contains the directory of all the users
known to that computer, but not necessarily supported on
it. The user has no need to know where another is supported; this is sorted out automatically. The name searches
are done in a similar wav on both data bases bv mail
procedures.

HPMAIL does not insist that the user type in the full
name, just enough to identify it uniquely on the data base.
Thus if there are no other users with the surname FULLER
defined on the data base,FULLER will be sufficient. If any
doubt exists, the user interface displays those available and
asksthe user to chooseone. Of course,user namesmust be
unique to a mail node (location+sublocation).
When HPMAIL searchesthe data basefor a name, it does
so by first making a name probe from the surname supplied.
The name probe consists of the first letter of the surname,
followed by the next three nonrepeating consonants. For
example, the surname FULLER yields the name probe FLR.
This probe is taken as the key to a searchof the NAME-INDEX
master data set, which will give a chain of names that have
this probe. The user interface scans down this chain comparing each with the canonical form of the input name.
There may be several degrees of match: all components
agree, first names differ, locations differ, etc. If a perfect,
nonambiguous match occurs, then the user is not troubled
further. Otherwise the user is given a choice of those available. The use of the name probe meansthat a slight misspell-

User Interface
The HPMAIL user interface provides the user with an
environment designed to mirror the concepts familiar to
office users.As mentioned earlier, the user is provided with
an in tray into which incoming messagesare delivered by
the mailroom, an out tray in which messagesthe user sends
are assembled and from which they are collected by the
mailroom for transmission and delivery, a pending tray
which holds messagesawaiting acknowledgments (the
user can find the acknowledgment status of any messagein
the pending tray by reading its distribution list), a work area
which allows the user to create items and assemble them
into packagesbefore incorporating them into messages,a
distribution list area which holds lists of users with whom
the user may wish to communicate, a filing cabinet in
which the user can file messagesfor future reference, and
the administration areawhich gives users extra commands
to do such utility functions as defining or changing their
passwords and naming persons who may work'on their
behalf.
The command set of HPMAIL is designed to reflect the

<SURNAME>,<FIRSTNAME> <MIDDLENAME>/
<LOCATION>/<SUBLOCATION>
where the surname,first name, and middle name add up to
no more than 36 characters,the location is up to six characters long, and the sublocation is two characters long. Canonical names are all uppercase,converted by means of an
internal translation table to take care of national character
sets.For example, the canonical form of user Ian fohn Fuller, location HP1600.sublocation 01 is:
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terminology used in offices. Examples of HPMAIL user
interface commands are:
READ
PRINT
SEND
MAIL
FILE
REPLY

to
to
to
to
to
to

display an item on the user's terminal
print an item on the system line printer
start to send a message
commit a messagefor transmission
copy an item to a folder in the filing cabinet
send a reply to a messagein the in tray.

The function keys of Hewlett-Packard terminals are used
if possible to give the user an easy method of using the
product. Function keys fl to f7 select entry to each of the
areaslisted above.f8 allows the user to leave HPMAIL.
The prompt displayed by HPMAIL is another aid to the
user.This changesaccordingto the area.The in tray prompt
is IN TRAY>, the filing cabinet prompt is CABINET>,etc.
When the user has OPENeda folder the prompt changesto
the first word of the folder's label, so a folder with the label
UserGroupPresentation
will, when OPENed,give the prompt
USER>.
Fig. 5 shows an exampleof HPMAIL's main menu, which
is displayed as soon as the user signs on. Following that, a
typical user pressesfunction key fl, selectingthe in tray to
ThesemessagesEIresummarizedin
read any new messages.
a list as shown in Fig. 6. Note also how the prompt has
changedfrom HPMAIL>on the main menu to IN TRAY> to
indicate the change of area.
Typing the command READ1 after the IN TRAY> prompt
causesthe first messagein the in tray to be displayed on the
user'sterminal. Fig. 7 shows an example of the format of a
messagedisplayed by HPMAIL.
The user interface also offers an extensive HELPfacility
which is organizedon three levels. Typing the HELPcommand by itself gives generalhelp about the areathe user is
in. For example, HELPin the filing cabinet gives the new
usersomeidea of the purposeof this areaand suggestssome
followed by another
likely commands.The command FIELP
command name gives the user specific help about that

command as it is used in that area. For example, typing
HELPMAIL while composinga messageexplains the meaning of the command and how to use it. Finally, typing a
questionmark (?)in any areagivesthe user a brief list of the
commands available.
HPMAIL was designedto be translatedeasily into other
languages.The translator doesn't need knowledge of the
internal workings of the product or accessto the source
code, To this end, all messagesproduced by the product
come from a central messagecatalog (which is currently
about 4,000 lines long) while the HELPdisplays come from
another catalogwhich is even longer.
All user input exceptthe contentof messagesis parsedby
common parsingroutines and commandsarerecognizedby
referenceto a dictionary. The development team wrote a
specialutility to build this dictionary,which goesunder the
name of Webster.It is available to Hewlett-Packard software
centersworldwide to help them adapt the product to their
local language.Synonyms and common abbreviationsfor
commands can be built into the dictionary as required for
each language.
Local charactersetsare handled by a translation table as
part of the dictionary so that usersmay, in their local versions,use commandscontaining their local characters.One
limitation to the use of local character sets in HPMAIL,
however, is that user names, locations and sublocations
haveto be in the standardUSA ASCII code.This is because
an HPMAIL network can span countries, not all of which
may use the sameconventionsregarding extensionsto the
characterset.
User Interface Structure
The HPMAIL user interface program is a direct analog of
the data structuresit supportsin the LOCALdatabase.It is a
direct result of the maxim, "Design the data structurescorrectly and the applications programs will almost design
themselves,"The program is a tree structure, as shown in
Fig. B, which follows the object structure quite closely.
The outer block of the user interfacecontrols all the other
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Fig. 5. HPMAIL main menu display
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Fig.6. Typical in tray display for
HPMAIL.

components,which can broadly be broken down into initialization, user sign-on, environment handlers, sign-off,
and shutdown. The initialization module opens the data
bases,the user's input and output files, and the message
catalog and reads the dictionary from a disc file onto the
user's stack. It initializes the mail common area with all
relevant data and generally preparesthe program for execution. It is also responsible for checking that the software has
not been stolen and that incompatible versions of the
software are not being used. The last task it performs is to
print the HPMAIL banner on the user's terminal.
The user sign-on module is the first that actually solicits
input from the user (by askingfor a name).The nameallows
the user'suserrecord to be located in the LOCAL-USER
data
set of the LOCALdatabase,and from that point on, the user
interfacecan go to a specific point in the object hierarchy
shown in Fig. 4.
After a successfulsign-on, control is passedto the main
menu processor,the first and simplest of the environment
handlers.This simply displays the list of options available
to the user, along with the number of newly delivered
messagesin that user's in tray. The user is then prompted
for a choiceof area(environment)to enternext. This choice
can be madeby pressingthe appropriatefunction key or by
typing the correspondingnumber.
The other environment handlers for the in tray, out tray,
pending tray, work area, list area, and filing cabinet, are
very similar in structure.They consist of five basic states:
initialization, building a list file as a temporaryMPE file of
the current contentsof the area(e.g.,all the messagesin the
in tray),producing an initial LISTof the areato give the user
the information about its contents, prompting the user for a
command, and executing the command.
Each command (nfno, FILE,etc.) has its own executor,
which handlesthe operation of that command in all areas.
Once the environment handler has recognized that a certain
commandhas been enteredby the user, it passescontrol to
the command executor for that command. It is the responsibility of the executor to determine whether the command is
couect, possibly asking the user for additional information
if necessary.If the command is correctly formed, the
executor passes control to the action procedure for the
command. This is often just a simple mail procedure.For
example, the task of the FILE command executor is to determine what the user wishes to file. and where. This is
resolved internally into a pair of internal item numbers in
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the ITEM-HEADER
dataset.Thesearepresentedto the action
procedure for the FILEcommand,which is the mail procedure MATTACH,whose task it is to perform the required
attachment,linking, say,an intraymessageto the incoming
day folder in the user's filing cabinet.
Command-Based User Interface
We are frequently asked why we adopted a commandbased user interface for HPMAIL when many of HewlettPackard's Interactive Office products have standardized
upon point-and-pushinterfaces,that is, the user posltions
the display cursorand pushesa function key. This question
causeda considerableamount of discussion in the development and marketing teams during the design phase of the
product and we finally decided in favor of an unsophisticated command-basedinterface for two main reasons.
First, we realized that many of the potential users of our
product would be managers, working away from their
desks,perhapsin hotel rooms, on hard-copyterminals connected to their office HP 3000 by a slow-speedtelephone
line. We thought that these users would derive a major
benefit from using HPMAIL and so we designedour product to be no more demanding of a terminal than that it be
teleprinter-compatible.We would not go so far as to claim
that the HPMAIL user interface works well on every terminal that can be connectedto an HP 3000, for we have not
tried them all. However, we would be very interested to
know of any upon which it does not work.
The other main reasonfor adopting the command-based
interface is that, for regular users, such an interface is far
quicker to use than one where you have to cycle through
severalscreensjust to accessthe menu you require. Users
often comment that, as long as you are not making errors,
the user interfaceis extremelyterse.It doesnot usually ask
for confirmation of actions,nor indulge in long dialog about
exactly what to do. This agrees with our belief that an
electronic mail systemis of little use to an occasionaluser
and to derive major benefit from it, it must be used regularly. Otherwise userswould ceaseto rely on it as a timely
communication medium. Regularusers,we believe,do not
want verbose or long-winded user interfaces,they know
what they want to do and do not want the softwareto get in
the way.
Ideally, of course,we would have written a user interface
for every level of user who might encounter our product.
However, we compromised with one we thought would
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pleasethe maximum number of people most of the time.
One drawbackof a command-baseduser interfaceis that
it is often perceived as being harder to learn initially than
point-and-pushinterfaces.Many of our usersarebusy managers who have no time to go on long product training
coursesor to wade through long manuals just to learn how
to senda simple message.I was told oncewhile I was testing
the product with some Hewlett-Packard managers in the
United Statesthat if they could not learn the essentialsof
the product in a maximum of thirty minutes it would not be
accepted.To this end we developed an on-line training
package for the product, known as the interactive training
facility. This gives users the opportunity to learn about
those aspectsof the product they need to use at their own
speed in their own time. We find this to be an extremely
valuablefacility in getting the product usedthroughout the
company.
It is interesting to note while discussinguser interfaces
that the HPMAIL configurator program has a point-andpush user interfacebasedentirely on VPLUS/3000.We felt
that the configurator was an ideal application for such an
interfaceand makesthe potentially complex processof data

Fig. 8. Ihe HPMAIL user interface Nogram has a tree structure that closely follows the object hierarchy.

Fag.7. Readinglhe secondrnessage of the in tray list shownin Fig.
6 glves fhis display.

basebuilding, configuration, modification, and expansion
far easier to achieve for system administrators.
Transport System Overview
As statedpreviously, one of the major product objectives
for HPMAIL was to provide a system in which the end user
did not need to become involved with the intricacies of
messagerouting and transmission,understandingDS/3000,
or dealing with line failures, messagecongestionor any of
the many other problems that can befall a multicomputer
messagingsystem.
Once a user MAILs a messageit is removed from the out
tray by the mailroom and handed over to the transport
systemfor sorting,transmission,and delivery. The usercan
track the progress of the messageby setting an acknowledgementon the messageand monitoring it in the pending
tray while it is sentto all the recipients,wherever they may
be.
Fig. I shows an overview of the data and control flow
required to implement the store-and-forwardsystemused
in HPMAIL.
The transportsystemis implementedby backgroundjobs
communicating via IPC files. The jobs are known as the
mailroom, transportmanager,and at leastone mastertruck
communicating with a slave truck on a remote computer.
The mailroom has two basic functions, first to collect
messagesfrom users' out trays, and second to deliver incoming messagesto recipients on messagedistribution lists
where the usersare supportedon the samecomputer.It also
handles delivery acknowledgments, autoforward, and
autoanswer. The mailroom is structured internally in two
halves. The outgoing half deals with mail collection and
sorting, and the incoming half deals with local mail
delivery.
Outgoing mail originates from the user interface in responseto the user'sMAILing a messagecreatedby the SEND,
FORWARD
or REPLYcommands.The IPCmessagesentto the
mailroom when a messageis MAILedidentifies the specific
messagein an out tray that has been committed for trans-
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Fig.9. Overviewof the data and controlflow requiredto
systemusedin HPMAIL.
implementthe store-and-foMard
mission. The mailroom respondsby accessingthe message
and scanning its distribution list. It builds an internal list of
the number of unique mail nodes (local or remote) that the
messageis bound for and then attachesthe messagesto the
node queuesfor the correct destination nodes. For locally
bound messagesthe outgoing mailroom sendsan IPC messageto its incoming counterpartto deal with the delivery.
For remote messagesit sends a messageto the transport
manageralerting it of the new mail. If an outgoing message
requires any acknowledgment,the mailroom attachesthe
messageto the sendinguser'spending tray, readyto receive
the acknowledgments as they come in. The last action it
performs is to detachthe messagefrom the sending user's
out tray.
The incoming half of the mailroom deals with mail
originating fiom two sources,First are the local messages
sorted by the outgoing half. Second,the incoming mailroom receivesIPCmessagesfrom a slavetruck operatingon
its computer to handle messagesreceived from a remote
computer and to be delivered locally.
In each case,the incoming mailroom examinesthe messagedistribution list to determineto whom the messageis
to be delivered.It then locatesthe requiredusers'in trays on
the LOCALdata base and attaches the messageto them. It
also has to handle the various types of acknowledgment
that canbe received,amendingthe user'spending tray copy
of the messagewith the fact that the acknowledgment has
beenreceived.Its other main tasksare to generatedelivery
acknowledgmentsfor the messageif necessaryand to perform any autoforward or autoreply that a receiver has set.
Transport Manager
The transport manager is another background job. Its
function is to control and schedule the operation of
HPMAIL in sendingmail to remotecomputers.It maintains
tables of mail nodes for which mail is waiting and the
possibleroutesthat it can use to move the mail. This information is derived from the HPMAIL system configuration
specified using the configurator program. Every fifteen
minutes the transportmanagerreceivesa clocktick from its
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son process, the clock tick generator. This causes it to
reexamine its priorities and reschedulethe master trucks
under its control if necessary.
The transport manager is constantly striving to ensure
that the remote mail nodeswith the highest-priority mail to
sendarebeing servicedby the availablemastertrucks. Once
it selectsan availablemail node, togetherwith an available
route to anothercomputer,it sendsan IPC messageto a free
master truck instructing it to establisha DS/3000connection with another HPMAIL computer. Once the master truck
has reported that it has done this successfully,the transport
manager instructs the truck to clear a certain remote node
queue. Once this has been done, the master truck reports
back, ready to receive further instructions.
The transport manager is capable of controlling up to
eight mastertrucks simultaneously,although it would be a
very ambitious network that required this level of resources.
The master truck receives IPC instructions from the
transportmanagerand handles all the interaction with DS/
3000 and PTOP to move mail physically between computers.
The first instruction receivedby an idle mastertruck is to
establishconnectionwith a certainremote computer (identified by name) using a specified DS/3000line, and if necessa-ry,
a specified telephone number or public data network
node name.It usesan MPE DSLINEcommand to open a line
to the remote computer, followed by an MPE REtvtOTE
HELLO
command to establisha remote session.It then attemptsto
createand activate a slave truck on the remote computer,
using the DS/3000 intrinsic POPEN.If the slave truck is
successfullyawakenedthe mastertruck determinesthat it
is, in fact, communicating with the conect remote computer by interrogating the slave for its computer name. Once
this protocol has been observed, the master truck reports
back to the transport manager "truck idle with DS line
open" and awaits further instructions.
The next command received by the master truck in the
messagetransmission operation is the move mail command. This instructs the master truck to transmit mail from
a given remote node queue on the LOCALdata base. The
master truck is responsiblefor serializing messagesfrom
the data.baseand packing them into transmissionbuffers
for sending to the remote computer via the PWRITEPTOP
intrinsic.
At the other end of the communication link the slave
truck acceptsthesetransmissions,if possible,and recreates
the messageon its computer. After the messagehas been
completely transmitted, the slave truck deserializes the
messageonto its database.Depending on the ultimate destination of the newly received message,the slave truck
either alerts the mailroom for locally bound messagesor its
own transport managerfor messagesthat are destined for
onward transmission. Once the master truck has sent a
complete messagesuccessfully,it detachesthat message
from the remote node queue,since responsibility for it has
now passedto the next computer in the chain.
This process is repeated for all the messagesthat the
master truck has to send. Once the master truck has complied with its instructions to move mail, it reportsback to the
transport manager "truck idle with DS line open." The

transport manager either responds with an instruction to
begin transmitting messagesbound for anothermail node,
taking advantageof the openDS line, or instructsthe master
truck to terminatethe link if there is no more mail to be sent
on that route.
The main challenge in designing the transport
mechanismwas to provide for all the failures that can take
place during transmissions over communications lines.
Examplesof the type of problems that have to be handled
are:
r Inadvertent connection to the wrong computer, perhaps
becauseof an incorrectly dialed telephone number
r Finding that the remote data basecannot accommodate
the messageto be sent, either temporarily becauseof
congestion,or semipermanentlybecausethe data bases
are not sufficiently large
r Configurationerrorsresulting in transmissionsbeing refused or an infinite loop being set up
r Line failure during any stage of the process.
Since detachmentfrom a node queueis the last operation
that the mastertruck performs,and this happensonly after
it has been determined that the messagewas transmitted
successfully,it is unlikely that messageswill be lost becauseof line failure. However, it is possiblethat HPMAIL
will send messagestwice in some circumstances.
Why Use PTOP?
We chosethe program-to-programintrinsics provided by
DS/3000in preferenceto the other methods of transmitting
files acrossDS (distributed systems)connections for four
reasons.First, PTOPensuresthat there is a communicating
processat the other end of the DS line to receive the mail.
Without it, we would have had to implement yet another
level of IPC communication to ensure that the remote computer was aware of the mail being delivered to it. Second,
the performance of PTOP is superior to, for example, remote
data baseaccess(RDBA),since in good circumstances,the
master truck can be assembling transmission buffers for the
next transmission at the same time DS is taking care of the
transmission of the previous buffer over the line. This
makes optimum use of the communications line.
Third, PTOP provides very good application program
control over the communication activity with the provision
of a tag field in the PTOP intrinsics that can be used to
send status,control, and block-level acknowledgmentsat
the sametime as the buffer transmissions.Lastly, the PTOP
intrinsics are implemented on other Hewlett-Packardcomputers,for examplethe HP 1000Technical Computers,giving us the option of using thesemachinesasmail nodesin a
mixed DS network.
By removing the transport mechanism to a completely
separatelayer of the product we will be able to take advantage of enhancementsto Hewlett-Packard'sdata communications products as they become available with minimal
disruption to the product's users. It is notable that the
HPMAIL transport mechanism uses only supported features of DS/3000and works entirely in usermode. This, we
feel, contributes greatly to the robustnessof the product.
This remark applies to the product as a whole. In fact the
only line of privileged code in the product is one where the
system cold load identity is obtained. This is required to

maintain system integrity, since we have to know if there
has been a system restart since the data baseswere last
accessed,
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IntegratedTools lmproveProgrammer
Productivity
for the HP 3000ComputerSystem
Thissoftwaresubsystem
savesprogramdevelopmenttime by givingthe
programmeraccessto severalutilitiesthrougha single
commandinterpreter.
by Anil K. Shenoyand CarolynM. Bircher
PTOOLSET IS A SOFTWARE SUBSYSTEM that
provides an integrated program development environment to improve programmer productivity.
Through a single, friendly user interface, it offers programmersaccessto severalprogramming tools neededfor
softwaredevelopment.It lets programmersperform multiple functions simultaneouslyand accessinformation about
other program development functions being performed.
HPToolsetruns under the MPE operating systemon the
HP 3000 Computer System.The first releaseis gearedtowards improving COBOL II programmer productivity but
HPToolsetis structured such that many of the featuresdo
not depend on any specific language.
The phasesof implementing a softwareprogram include
source code creation, modification, compilation, execution, and testing.Thesestepsare executedrepeatedlyduring the life of a program and can be very time consuming.
HPToolsetrelievesthe programmerof the responsibility of
manually directing program flow through each of these
steps and minimizes development time by allowing the
programmerto move between the different phasesof program development without leaving the HPToolset environment. Since programdevelopmentis often a team effort,
HPToolset promotes sharing of information between programmers,which in turn increasesthe effectivenessof the
programming effort,
HPToolset offers the following aids towards improving
productivity:1
r Menu and labeled function key interface
r Ability to perform multiple functions without exiting
and reentering subsystems
r Sharing of files betweenteam membersthrough version
management
r Full-screen editing with a point-and-push philosophy
(i.e.,the user positions the cursor and pushesa function
kuYJ
r Background compilations and on-line listings
r Point-and-pushmethod to find compilation errors
r A GOkey to eliminate the manual stepsbetween compilation and execution
r Dynamic symbolic debugging
r Ability to go directly from symbolic debugging to the
related compilation or source listing
r Context-sensitiveHELPfacility.
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Basic Concepts
The following concepts are fundamental to an understanding of HPToolset.
A workspaceis a directory of the files that are used in the
developmentof a program. It representsthe programmer's
developmentenvironment. The programmeris required to
createor referencea previously createdworkspacebefore
executing most HPToolsetfunctions.
The HPToolset accessmethod. TSAM. is a customized
file accessmechanism that is built on top of MPE's file
system. It provides, among other features,the ability to
define and accessversionsof changesmade to a sourcefile.
HPToolsetprovides interfaceproceduresfor compilers and
other procedures that wish to access TSAM files. The
COBOL II compiler uses these proceduresto read TSAM
sourcefiles. A conversionutility is also provided to convert
MPE ASCII files or KSAM/3000 (keyed sequenceaccess
method) files to TSAM format. Only TSAM files can be
edited via the HPToolseteditor.
When a source file is compiled it is translated from a
higher-level language,like COBOL II, to a lower-level language of machine instructions. Source files are compiled
into a user subprogram library (USL) file. MPE's segmenter is called by FlPToolsetwhen the USL file is to be
prepared into a program file. The segmenterbinds all the
neededroutines to the program so they can be found by the
systemwhen the program is executed.Eachworkspacehas

Fig. 1, HPToolsetprogram structure. All activities arc managed by the EXEC.TSAMisthe HPToolsetfileaccessmethod,
which allows multiple versions of a file to reside within the
same file.

one USL and one program file associatedwith it. Multiple
sourcefiles can be compiled into a single USL file.
Messagefiles are used for communication between processes.They act as a first-in-first-out queue of recordswith
one processwriting and the other reading. If the queue is
empty, the readerprocessis put into a wait stateuntil a new
record is written. When a record becomesavailable. the
read is satisfiedand the record is deletedfrom the queue.
The HPToolset EXEC
Fig. 1 shows the basic components of HPToolset. All
activities that occur within HPToolsetare managedby the
EXEC.It interprets the user input, determinesif it is valid
for the current context, and calls the appropriate processor
to act upon it. By having all of the HPToolset utilities
operateunder the umbrella of a single command interpreter, a consistencyis achieved which has not existed between the unrelated tools previously provided on the HP
3000. The user need learn only one interface and time is
saved by not having to exit from one utility before entering
another.
The EXEC also makes it possible for the programming
tools to work together. It allows several functions to be
active at one time. For instance,a compiler listing can be
displayed at a debug breakpoint, or one file can be read
while another is being edited. This relationship between
the tools is maintained by means of an environment table.
This table includes information aboutall current HPToolset
activities. It is used by the EXECto ensurethat commands
are not executed in an unsuitable environment. It also
makes it possible for the user to see a list of all activities
related to the current workspaceby issuing a single command.
Becausethe EXEC can determine what other functions
are currently being performed,it can also provide contextsensitive defaults. For instance, if the Edit function key is
pressedwhile a program is being debugged,the user will
not be prompted for an edit file name. Instead,the source
file related to the program being debuggedwill automatically be displayed such that the first source line on the
screenconespondsto the current breakpointlocation. Also,
when the HELPkey is pressed, it will display the HELI
screenmost appropriate for the current context. If the error
has just occurred, it will give further explanation of the
messageand/ora correctiveaction. Otherwise,an overyiew
of the most recent function is provided.
Even though the environment table residesin the global
variable area, it is not accesseddirectly by any of the
HPToolsetcommand processors.Special-purposeroutines
were written to retrieve and update information in the table.
By requiring all processorsto accessthe tablethrough these
routines, control is centralized and a mechanism is provided to easefuture debugging of the product.
TSAM
T h e H P T o o l s e t a c c e s sm e t h o d , T S A M , p r o v i d e s a
mechanism for multiple versions of a file to reside within
the same file instead of having to define a different file for
each set of changes.
During the program development cycle each sourcefile
goes through many changes.These changesare typically

cycled through compile, prepare,and executioniteratively
until the programmer is satisfied that the changesare stable.
At this point the programmer may wish to freezethe source
so that others can share it. Before HPToolset, to make
further code modifications the programmer would have to
copy the contents of the frozen source to another file so
modifications could be made to it while the team members
accessedthe frozen sourcefile. With HPToolset,this function can be done by establishinga new version ofthe file by
an HPToolsetcommand and designatingthe frozen source
as the referenceversion,that is, the version that otherswill
accessby default.
For example, let us assumethat a file goesthrough the
following changes:
Version 1

Version 2

Version 3

aa'a'
b-b,
ccc
dd'

Here a, b, c, and d representCOBOL II sourcelines. Line a
was changedin version 2 but not in version 3. Line b was
B-Tree

HPToolset B-Tre€ (Bt-Tree)

between
Leaves

-EEE

I

lcn""

F*"r"rockFig.2. HPToolsetsuppottsboth random (keyed)and sequential file access. 12-bytealphanumerickeys are organized in a
modified B-tree structure called a Bt-tree. The trees shown
here have only two levels, but in general there are many intermediate levels between the root and leaf levels. At each level
are one or more key blocks containingseveralkey entriesthat
include pointers to lower levels. Blocks at higher levels are
considered parent blocks of the lower4evelblocks they point
to. ln the HPToolsetBtlree all keysare representedat the leaf
level to aid sequential access, and each leaf key entry contains variable-lengthversioninformation(Vl), including pointers to the data associated with the kev value.
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deleted in version 2 and added again in version 3. Line c
was left unchanged.Line d was first introduced in version 2
and modified in version 3.
BeforeHPToolset,theseversionshad to be savedin three
separatefiles. HPToolsetsavesthe changesassociatedwith
each version of the file and at retrieval time returns all
the records relevant to the version being accessed.Logically, therefore,the user seeseach version as a separate
file, but physically they are all in the samefile. This saves
disc spaceand eliminates the bookkeeping of associating
changeswith file names,
When a TSAM file is createdit has one version-version
1. This is also the latest version. After the development
cycle refened to earlier, the programmerfreezesversion 1.
The latest version is automatically updated to version 2.
Only the latest version, version 2 in this case,can be modified. The programmer can set version 1 as the reference
version so that other userswill accessversion 1 by default.
After making further changesto version 2, the programmer
may wish to freezeit. Version 3 is now the latestand is the
only onethat can be modified. The programmermaychoose
to have version L continue to be the referenceversion or
move the referenceto version 2. While the latest version is
being modified other versions of the file may be read concurrently. HPToolsetalsoprovides commandsto purge one
or more versions of a file, to label the versions with comment strings, and to list the changesbetween versions.
TSAM supports both random (keyed)and sequentialaccess. Data records are stripped of trailing blanks before
storage.The keys are 12-byteASCII alphanumerickeys and
are organizedin a modified B-treestructure.2For purposes
of this discussionwe will refer to this modified structureas
a Bt-tree.The B-tree structure was modified primarily to:
r Optimize sequentialaccessto the file without sacrificing
random accessperformance.This is becausethe majority
made by the HPToolseteditor are sequenof the accesses
tial. This is especially true in visual edit mode where
blocks of data are read for screen display. The Bt-tree
structure attempts to minimize tree traversals, thereby
minimizing key block swapping.This is important when
constraints do not allow multiple key blocks to be
memory-resident concurrently.
r Keep version-relatedinformation with the key indexes.
Fig. 2 shows the B-treemodifications.In Fig. 2, the numberssymbolizekey valuesand VI representsvariable-length

version information, including pointers to the data associated with the key values, The major differences between the B-tree and Bt-tree structures are:
r Eachleaf entry in the Bt structureconsistsof the key and
version information, which is of variable length. In the
B-tree each key entry has a fixed length.
r Leafkey blocks are chained forward and backwardin the
Bt-tree.
r In a B-treeboth leaf and nonleaf entries contain pointers
to the next lower level. Even though theseare unused in
the leaf (since the leaf is the lowest level), space is reserved for them. This is avoided in the Bt-tree, saving
wasted space.
r In the Bt-tree all keys are representedat the leaf level.
This is to provide for sequential traversal without having
to read in the parent blocks. Although this introduces
data redundancy, it improves sequential accesstime,
especiallyif multiple key blocks cannot be held concurrently in memory.
Workspace
A workspaceis a TSAM file with one version. Each data
record is B0 bytes long. The workspace is a directory of
the files that pertain to the programmer'sdevelopmentenvironment.
A file is consideredowned by a workspaceif it is created
via the HPToolseteditor. convertedfrom ASCII or KSAM.
or copied from anotherworkspacewhile the programmeris
associatedwith this workspace.
A file is considered used if the programmer wishes to
share it without making a copy of it. In using a file the
programmer will accessthe referenceversion of that file by
default, but can explicity override the default and access
other versions.
A workspace contains information about owned and used
files, such as the total number of active versionsin the file,
the referenceversion of the file, the sourcelanguage(currently COBOLII or "other"), and whether it is a main program or a subprogram.In addition, the names of the USL
file, the program file, and on-line listing files are maintained in the workspace.The programmercan display this
information via the Show Files and Programcommands.
Fig. 3 and 6 show these displays.
Information in the workspace is partitioned by key ranges
for easyaccess.Workspacecontrol information is in a range
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Fig, 3, Ihe ShowF,7escommand
displaysinformationabout the tiles
ownedand used by aworkspace.
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from 000001000000
to 000002000000.
Used file information lies between000002000000
and 000008000000,
owned
file information lies between 000003000000 and
000004000000
and so on.
When HPToolset executesa command that opens a
sourcefile, it readsthe workspaceto determineif the file is
used or owned. If it is onmed,the latestversion of the file is
accessedby default. If it is used, the referenceversion is
accessedby default.During compilation and execution,the
workspace is read to obtain the names of the USL and
program files.
User Interface
The HPToolsetuser interface is designed to be friendly
and yet provide the flexibility required to support multiple
utilities. An effortwas made to makethe commandsnatural
and to prompt the user for omitted parametersrather than
giving a syntax error and requiring that the entire command
be retyped.
The terminal's function keys (also called softkeys)are
programmed to correspond with most of the commands.
The function keysare designedso that there are always two
setsavailable,with eight keys in eachset.One set,known as
the permanent set, always remains the same. It contains
functions that are relevant in most HPToolset environments. The key functions in the other set change as the
environment changesso that the most useful set is present.
One key in everysetis reservedfor switching backand forth
betweenthe permanentand context-sensitivesoftkey sets.
The function key labels for at least one set are always
displayed on the terminal screen.On HP 262x-seriesterminals,the labelsfor the active setare displayedin the built-in
template at the bottom of the screen.Both the permanent
and context-sensitivesoftkeysetsare displayedside by side
at the top of the screenon HP 264x terminals, as shown in
Fig. 4. Arrows between the sets indicate which is active.
The labelsaredisplayedin a highlighted template,which is
protectedby memory lock. To changethe labels, memory
lock is turned off, the cursor is moved to the top of the
screento write the new labels,memory lock is turned back
on, and the cursor is returned to its original position so that
no other contents of the screenare changed,
VPLUS/3000was used to implement the menus for
HPToolset.Insteadof having the user pressthe ENTERkey
to transmit input, the VPLUS/3000autoreadoption is used.
Appropriately labeled function keys are provided with all
menus, and when one of them is pressed,HPToolsetdoes
the autoreadto pick up the terminal input before performing the desired function. This provides a menu interface
consistentwith the userinterfacefor the rest of the product.
Editor
HPToolsetincludes a visual editor. It displays a portion
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of the edit file on the screen.This canbe edited directly with
the terminal's cursor movement and editing keys. The terminal is strappedso that all cursor actions are transmitted
to HPToolset.The movements are recorded into a buffer
which is evaluated when the return key or any function key
is pressed,or when it is full. All changesrecorded in the
buffer are written to the edit file with eachbuffer evaluation
to ensure data integrity if a system crash should occur
during editing. An UNDOcommandis provided to allowthe
user to cancel the last changeswritten to the file,
Function keys are also used in the visual editor to implement movementfrom one location to anotherin the edit file
and to facilitate editing functions, such as MOVEand COPY,
that cannot be done with the terminal editing keys. One of
the keys,labeledMARK,is usedto selectlines to be moved or
copied and to selectthe destination. Once the lines have
been selected,the operation can be completed by simply
pressing the MOVEor COPYfunction key.
Sincea languageis associatedwith all TSAM sourcefiles,
the editor is able to set editing options to the values most
appropriatefor eachfile. The HPToolseteditor setstabsand
margins differently, depending on the languageassociated
with the file. Of course,any of the options setby HPToolset
can be overridden by the user.
Fig. 5 shows a typical visual edit screen.
Program Translation and Execution
As mentioned earlier, after a source file is created, a
number of translation steps are neededbefore it reachesa
stablestate.The stepsare compiling, preparing, executing,
and debugging.
When a workspace is entered, HPToolset provides default namesfor USL and programfiles. The programmercan
specify different names and the options to be used while
preparing the USL file. By issuing the Programcommand or pressing the function key, the programmer can
display compile-relatedinformation on the source files in
the workspace.This is shown in Fig. 6. The programmer
can now mark the file(s] to be compiled and press the
Compilefunction key. HPToolsetmapsthis into one or more
calls to the COBOL II compiler.
The compile processis createdin background mode so
that HPToolsetis active while the compiler is executing.
HPToolsetsetsup file equationswiththe formal namesthat
COBOL II expectsfor the source,USL, listing, and workspacefiles. Three messagefiles are used to communicate
information during compilation: let's call them MF1, MF2,
and MF3. The compiler directs its listing to MF1 and completion statisticssuch as number of errorsand compilation
time to MF2.
If the file being compiled is owned by the workspace,an
on-line listing is generated.If not, the listing is sent to the
printer. HPToolsetreadsMF1 and transfersdatato a TSAM
Fig. 4. HPToolsetprovides two
eight-key groups of function keys
(softkeys), a permanent set (left)
and a variable set thaf changes
with the environment.On terminals
capable of displaying both sets,
arrowsindicate which setis active.
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file until there is no data left to read and there is no writer
associated with MF1. This signals completion of the compiler's listing activity. The programmer can scroll through
an on-line listing interactively, mark a line or an error if any,
and have HPToolset display the corresponding line in the
source file. Pressing the PRINT key produces a hard copy of
the listing.
Completion of compilation is signaled by MF2's having
data in it and no write activity. HPToolset informs the
programmer that the compilation is completed, via the user
interface routines. It now checks to see if another file is to
be compiled (i.e., more than one file was marked when the
user pressed Compile). If so, information on this compile is
passed via MF3. Compiler creation and the subsequent
sequence of events is repeated.
After compilation the next step is to prepare the USL file
into a program file. This is done by pressing the PREPkey.
Any prepare options specified in the workspace are now
honored. Alternatively the user can type in the PREPcommand and specify the options. HPToolset now creates a
temporary file and writes the MPE segmenter commands
necessary to perform the PREPfunction to it. It then invokes
the segmenter and directs it to get its input from the file.
The final step is to execute the program file. This is done
by pressing the RUN key. The program executes in foreground mode. If symbolic debug was not requested,
HFToolset is inactive until program execution is completed. If symbolic debug was requested, the program
pauses at the first executable statement and control is returned to the programmer so that execution can be moni-
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Symbolic Debug
The debugger in HPToolset allows programmers to set
breakpoints, trace program flow, display variable values,
and change the values of variables by using the symbolic
names used in the program source. Debugging time is saved
by eliminating the need to determine the octal addresses of
program locations or data items before accessing them in
the debugger.
To implement this, it was necessary to save additional
information in the USL (object) and program files. The
COBOL II compiler was modified to store the symbol table
information into the USL file. Three new USL header types
were added to hold this information, two to hold the PMAP
information* and one for all other symbolic information
such as the addresses associated with data items and program statement numbers.
The compiler also inserts a PCAL (procedure call) instruction at the beginning and end of the main program and each
subprogram, and at the beginning of each section and
paragraph. These instructions pass control to SDB'SPY,
*PMAP: programmap, a list of procedureswrthina program.
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Fig. 5. A typical HPToolsetvtsual
edit screen.

tored.
The programmer can combine the compile, prepare, and
execute steps by pressing the GO function key. To do this
the programmer first issues the Program command to display the source files in the current workspace, then marks
the files and presses the GO key. The file(s) are compiled,
prepared into the workspace-defined program file, and executed.
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Fig. 6- The programcommand
displ ays compi le-related information about a workspace's source
files.To compile a program file, the
programmer simply types any
character in the box next to the
program lD and pressesthe Compilekey.

which is a procedure that acts as the communication link
betweentheHPToolsetdebuggerandthe userprogram,The
PCALsare used by SDB'SPY
for tracing program flow.
During the linking process,the symbol table information
is passed from the USL file to the program file. The segmenter createsa son process,called SEGSYM,
which takes
the information from the USL file, sorts and reformats it,
and adds it to the program file. Severalnew MPE intrinsics
(routines)canbe calledby HPToolsetto accessthis information for converting symbolic names to the corresponding
octal addresses.
Of course, it is not necessaryto include this extra information in program files that are not going to be run with
symbolic debug.By default it will not be added to the USL
file by the compiler. A $CONTRoLSYMDEBUGstatement
must be included at the beginning of the source files for
which the symbolic debug information is desired,The segmentet will automatically pass it from the USL file to the
program file unless the NOSYMparameter is included in the
PREPcommand. Including the NOSYMparameter will also
cause all of the inserted PCALs to be converted to NOp
instructions.
As soonasFlPToolsetcreatesa userprocessto be run with
symbolic debug, it does a handshakewith sDB'SPy.Communication between HPToolset and SDB'SPYis executed
via three messagefiles, HPToolsetsendsthe names of the
messagefiles in which it will write and receive messages
(MFz and MF3) to SDB'SPY
in MF1. It then initiates a read
from MF3 and waits for a reply, Becauseof the inserted
PCALinstruction, SDB'SPYgets control as soon as the user
program is created. SDB'SPYreturns the handshakeby writing a messageto MF3 to inform HPToolset that it is ready to
receive a debug command.
Setting a Breakpoint
>>

When breakpoint is reached

AT PARA-NAME

When the user entersa symbolic debug command to setor
clear a breakpoint, HPToolsetdeterminesthe PMAPname
and offset for the symbolic location or statement number
and passes them to one of the new MPE intrinsics. The
intrinsic convertsthem to the correspondingoctal address,
HPToolset then passesthe address to SDB'SPYthrough
MFz. SDB'SPYcalls the MPE debug utility programmatically to set or clear the breakpoint. This capability was
added to MPE debug by the addition of two intrinsics,
SET'BREAKPNT
and CLEAR'BREAKPNT.
When the operation
has been done, SDB'SPY
returns the statusto HPToolsetin
MF3. Fig, 7 diagramsthis flow of events.
When the user resumes program execution, HPToolset
sendsa messageto SDB'SPYand then initiates a read from
MF3. This puts HPToolset in a wait state until SDB,Spy
satisfies the read. One of the parameters passed to the
SET'BREAKPNT
intrinsic is an address in SDB'SPYwhere
control will be passed when the breakpoint is reached,
When SDB'SPYgets control at a breakpoint, it writes the
program location to MF3 to satisfy the read which was
issued by HPToolset. HPToolset then converts the octal
breakpoint location to the symbolic equivalent,displays it,
and prompts the user for a command.
When a DISPLAYor MOVEcommand is entered to display
or change the value of a symbolic data item, the symbolic
name is converted to an addressin the data stack and a
length (in words). The request is then passedto SDB,SPY
through MF2. SDB'SPYcan directly accessthe program data
stack since it is called by the user program. It returns the
contents of the requestedlocations to HPToolset where it is
formatted and displayed.
Context-Sensitive HELP
As was mentioned earlier,HPToolsethas a context sensitive FIELPfacility. This facility provides an overview of each
of the utilities, specific text about each of the commands,
and further explanation of error messages.The command
descriptions are contained in a TSAM file, keyed on the
internal command numbers which are used by the command interpreter.By using the samecommand numbersas
are used by the command interpreter, the HELPfacility can
share the procedures for converting command names to
numbers, and can easily find the correct syntax for the
command just entered by picking up the current command
number from the command interpreter. This is used
if HELPis requested immediately after receiving a syntax
CITOI.

---)

--)

Breakpoint in PARA-NAME
of PROG-ID.

*

Statement Number is #79.

Breakpoint set.

Flg.7. Intri nsics( routines)were added to the HP 3000operating system, MPE, to facilitate converting between symbolic
names and octal addresses. lntrinsicswere alsoadded to call
the MPE debug facilityprogrammaticallyfor settingand clearing breakpoints. MF2 and MF3 are message files used by
HPToolset.

When a nonsyntax enor is displayed, the error number is
saved.The HELPfacility usesthat nurnber to locate the error
explanation and corrective action. This information is obtained from the error catalog where it has been included as
comment lines immediately after the error text. After MPE's
GENMESSAGE
intrinsic has been called to locate the error
messagein the catalog,the file pointer is left in a position
that makes it easyfor the FIELpfacility to find the error and
read the comment lines following it. The result might look
like:
>>ADD 10
***No file currentlyopenfor editing.(SS)
>>FMLP

FEBRUARy
r983HEWLETT-pAcxnno
,.rouRNlr-35

Cause:A command was entered which is only valid while an
Edit file is open, and there was not one open,
Do an Edit command before reentering the command.
,j.,tor,

Technlcal Summary
The HPToolset subsystemis written entirely in SPL, the
HP 3000 systems programming language. It is currently
madeup of 260 sourcefiles which contain a total of 130,000
lines of code, HPToolsetis containedin two program files
named TooLSET and TsETUttL. TOoLSETis the primary
program file and contains 37 segments.TSETUTILcontains
one segment and is created as a separateprocess by
TOOLSETto implement background compiles and other
special functions.
In addition, two new segmentswere added to the system
segmentedlibrary to support HPToolset. They contain the
I/O proceduresfor accessingTSAM files and SDB'SPY.
Several existing products were enhanced to support
HPToolset.The COBOL II compiler, the MPE segmenter,
and the MPE program loader were all changed to handle the
symbol table and PMAP information in the USL and program files. The COBOL II compiler was given the ability to
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read TSAM source files and workspace files. Also, intrinsics were added to MPE for programmatically calling the
MPE debugger to set and clear breakpoints and to facilitate
the conversion of symbolic locations to the corresponding
octal addresses,
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